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Storage House Is
Dnaged By Fire
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A storage house was damaged by fire yesterday afternoon,
according to the Murray Fire
Department records.
Chief Flavil Robertson said
the firemen were called first at
four p.m. to a grass fire east of
old 641 on the Shroat property.
The fire burned an old truck
and damaged the storage house
at that time.
Later at'5:45 the firemen
were called back to the mime
location as the building had
caught fire again. Damage was
severe on the storage building.
Monday morning at 10:30 the
firemen were called to a grass
fire behind Garland's Clean Up
'bop on South 4th Street
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TO VISIT MURRAY STATE: The Norman Luboff choir
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will be presented In concert Wednesday, March 11, In the
Murray State University Auditorium in • program sponsored
lointly by the Murray Civic Music Association and the University. The nucleus of the famous recordinc choir consists
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LOLTLSVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
Three officials of the National
Education Association (NEA)
today were expected to begin
a three-day probe of the state's
educational system which could
result in a sanction against
Kentucky
Sanctions have been imposed
In only three states — Florida,
Utah and Oklahoma — but re
suited in a noticeable loss of
quality educators and potential
industry.
Conducting the study will be
Miss Martha L. Ware, an attorney and NEA associate secretary for special studies; Mn.
Dorothy O. Deassie, assistant
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Program On Mental
Retardation Planned

A movie on mental retardation, "The Long Life of Timmie,"
'will be shown at the School for
Exceptional Church at Benton
on Friday, March 13, at seven
p.m.
Officials MWijiingram Will
Funeral services for Mrs. also be given by the children
Tennie Nelson were held today and Mike Lents will entertain.
at one p.m. at the Palestine There will be no admission
United Methodist Church..Bur- charge.
March is menibership month
ial was in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the and the dues are five dollars
Linn Funeral Home of Benton. per family including the retarMrs. Nelson, formerly of Dex- dation magazine.
It has been announced that
ter, died Sunday at Paducah at
the school officials will be on
the age of 83.
Survivors are two daughters. the court square on "'Tater
Mrs. Gladys Nanny of Paducah Lay" in Benton with different
and Mrs. Glade Puckett of Har- kinds of crafts to sell to help
din; two sons, Joe Nelson of pay expenses of the trips by the
Alma Route One and Losnan school.
Taylor, Mich.; two
Rev. Ralph FInk, president,
Nelson
sisters, Mrs. Nora Morris of urges the public to attend the
Murray and Mrs. Effie Rudolph program on Friday and visit
of Detroit, Mich.; two brothers. the school display on "Tater
Elmus Parrish and Willie Par- Day".
rish of Murray Route Three;
grandchildren; thirteen
ten
CAR WASH
great grandchildren.

Speech Meet

bea ing

and

stabbing death of 20-year-old
Mary Petry iabove and hei
boyfriend. William Sprout,
22, in an apartment near the
Ohio State University campus is being investigated by
Columbus police. Miss Petry.
Portsmouth, Ohio, was an
honor student at Mt. St.
Joseph College, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

House Passes Bill Raising
Salary Of County Officials
but merely "keeping up with
By CHARLES PENTECOST
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — the cost of living."
The House of Representatives, He said he felt the bill, if
In its first day • night session signed by the governor, would
passed a Senate bill Monday be upheld in state courts.
Passes 38
night to raise the annual salaries of county court clerks, The House passed a total of
circuit court clerks, sheriffs, 38 bills and adopted three resocounty attorneys and jailers lutions in its combined dap
from $9,600 to 212,800 if the night session. The House reconfunds are. available from fees venes at 1 p.m. EST today.
The lower chamber also passcollected.
House Major Leader"W. Ter- ed an amended airports bill
ry McBrayer, D-Greenup, moved Monday .night, pertaining to the
the previous question las won operation and expansion of airas SI3 30 was introduced, kill- ports and permitting the aping a committee amendment pointment of airport police.
Provisions allowing air boards
and cutting off additional
mendments. The House approv to expand into surrounding
ad the motion of the previous counties were deleted earlier oy
question, 82-18, then passed the committee amendments.
The House concurred with the
bill, 80-10.
Senate in passing legislation
Passage Applauded
Passage was greeted by loud creating separate boards for
applause from the House Gal- barbers and beauticians in Kentucky. In granting the "divoce,"
lery.
After passage of the bill, Rep. the Present state Board of CosCarl Ruh, D-Fort Mitchell, said, metologists and Barbers was
"I'm sorry the membershi dissolved with the two new
moved the previous question on agencies splitting the assets
this bill. All I wanted to do was equally
A companion bill, which
tc include some fine county officials. I didn't want to do any- would allow the new barber
board to increase its fees and
thing to hurt your bill."
Rub said he bad %Tainted to thus pay its own way, also was
include county commissioners approved.
Another Senate bill in which
under the bill's provisions. He
termed the action, "government the House concurred would ret.y classification — you're seg- move the 7 per cent maximum
interest rates on city or county
regating county officials."
Rep. Denver Knuckles, D- bonds and allow counties to sell
Pineville, one of those opposing industrial revenue bond issues
the bill, said he feared it could up to $10 billion without letting
lead to possible "fee-grabbers." bids.
Rep William P. Curlin, DTransit Authority
Frankfort, explained that the
And a bill creating a Ken.
increases would occur only lucky Transit Authority w a s
where sufficient fees exist. And passed, 810. Rep. Bruce Blythe
Rep. John 'Swinford, D-Cyn- Jr., R-Louisville, said the auand the bill did not thority would be able to apply
mean a change in compensation
_ (Continued on Page. Ten)
for the affected county-officers.-

ants

SAIGON (UPI)— Scores of
American jets flew bombing
missions into Laos again today
and the U.S. command, in a
major change in policy, said it
would report if any of them
were shot down.
U.S. Navy pilots flying off
carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin
made most of the latest raids
against North Vietnamese supply routes and troops in Laos,
military sources said.

Services Held For
Susan Rose Sanders

Woodmen Of The World
Postpones Meeting

Willard Ails Speaker

For Newcomers Club

At University

Administration Charged
With Fostering Recession

Odle Collie Remains
Ii Critical Condition

cause

Story Hours Planned
At The Local Library

GOSPtL SINGING
A gospel singing will be held
at the Puryear
Methodist
Church on Sunday, March 15, at
two p.m featuring the Gospel
Aires Quartet.

WANT A PUPPIET
A puppie is free for the asking by calling 753 3273.
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Story Hour will be held at
the .Murray-Calloway County
Library on Wednesday and
Thursday from three to four
p.m.
Magic
movie, "The
The
Horse", the story of a little boy
and his hump back horse with
magical powers, will be shown.
This is an animated cartoon
based on Russian folklore.
All children in the four
through seven age group ere
invited to attend 4t0Ey Hour
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By WALTER WHITEHEAD

The estimated 125 Navy F4
Phantom, F8 Crusader, Ay
Intruder and ArSkyhawk pilots
on the carriers have carried out
Kentucky: Cloudy and cool
no raids in South Vietnam since
today turning colder tonight
Saturday, All their raids have
Wednesday. Occasional
and
been into Laos. Air Force
light rain beginning west portplanes from Thailand joined
ion today, spreading over state
ESCAPES ASSASSINATION -them.
tonight and Wednesday with
Archbishop and President
The U.S. military command
some light freezing rain north
Makarios of Cyprus 11-rives
announced that effective immeportions tonight and early
at the Archbishopric Palace
diately, U.S. aircraft losses and
Wednesday. Highs today upper
in Nicosia after surviving an
30s to mid 40s. Lows tonight in
the number of airmen shot
:assassination attempt. His
down in Laos will be reported
the low to upper 30s.
helicopter crashed as a redaily. No information will be
LAKE DATA
sult of machine-gunning. He
released on losses incurs(
Kentucky Like-7 a. 154.1
escaped in.inry, but his pilot
today.
•
up 1.1.
Graveside services-'for Susan before
was wounded critically.
U.S. spokesmen said the
Below Dam 3113, up LI
Rose Sanders, infant daughter
report aircraft losses
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. WU,
of Mr. and Mrs. Max Sanders of order to
came from Defense
Laos
in
down 0.1.
Sunday
held
were
Tenn.,
Paris,
Melvin R. Laird "in
Secretary
Below Dam 320.9, up ILI
Pleasant
Point
at
at 2:30 p.m.
Sunset 5:58. Simile 8:15.
Cemetery with Bro. Wayne order to provide additional
information to the public. .
Moon sets 8:39 pm.
Webb officiating.
The Murray Woodmen of the
The baby was born March 7. He got his orders from
World will not meet this week
Survivors are her Parents, President Nixon.
, A car wash will be held by on Thursday, MArch 12. wi two Aden, Wanda Carol sand.
Military sources said the
SandAbe -Sigma Phi Epsilon fratern- cording to L C. Hendon, secre ers and Pamela Ann Sanders, United States has been averagity pledge class on Saturday, tary of Camp 592.
I two brothers, Charles Michael ing 400 sorties a day in Laos. A
March 14, from eight am. to
Hendon said the meeting has_ and Patrick Sanders, and grand- sortie is one plane flying one
Service
four p.m. at the J. & S.
been postponed due to the Mur- parents, Mrs. Hazel Lowe of mission.
over South
air
In the
Willard Ails, pharmacist at Station. The cost is $1.25 and ray High-Reidland game in the Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Charfor free pick up and delivery First Regional basketball tourVietnam, the United States lost
the Murray-Calloway County
II lie Sanders of Farmington.
two more helicopters to ground
lament.
Hospital, will be the featured call 753-1815.
fire, wounding five crewmen
speaker at the meeting of the
CITED
TWO
Monday.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
A U.S. Marine Ch46 helicopClub to be held Thursday,
Two persons were cited by ter loaded with ammunition
High March 12, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Tilghman
Paducah
the Murray Police Department crashed and exploded today as
School took top honors for the Community Center on Ellis
yesterday and last night. They It lifted off from near Da Nang,
second consecutive year in de- Drive.
were one for public drunken- Five Americans were killed and
bate competition at the First
"Drug
on
speak
Mr. Ails will
ness and one for failure to dim five injured, military sources
Region Speech Tournament at Abuse". The program chairman
continues, and it
"Inflation
By
FEINSILBER
MIKE
said. The crash was attributed
headlights.
Murray State University Satur- is Mrs. Otis Erwin.
continues to accelerate," he
to a power failure in the rotors.
day, March 7.
now
has
said. "Unemployment
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Hostesses are Mesdames DanThe
U.S. command said
Seven schools participated in ny Harrison, chairman, Larry daring the Nixon administra- hit 4,2 per cent and may wql,
gunners shelled 10
guerrilla
CLUB
BRIDGE
three events — debate, discuss- Doyle, Bill Egnof, Otis Erwin. tion is fostering an "inflationa- approach 5 per cent in this
Monday
installations
Allied
ion and duet acting — during Richard Ford, and Rex Gallo- ry
year.
F.
current
Walter
Sen.
recession,"
night and early today. Three of
Group Events Day. Dr. Ray Mo- way. Mrs. H. R. Meeks will be Mondale, D-Minn.,- opened a "We seem to be !waded
The Faculty Couples Bridge the
were
against
attacks
field, chairman of the commun- in charge of the door prize.
campaign today to pressure the straight for a reappeerance of Club will meet Friday, March American outposts but the
ications department at Murray
pheneconomic
All new residents are invited administration into using its that modern
13, at 7:30 p.m. at the Student casualties were not disclosed.
State, served as regional tournato attend.
Influence to control prices, omenon: The inflationary reces- Union Building cafeteria. For
Also in Da Nang, a contingent
ment manager.
wage settlement and interest sion."
further information call Mrs. of 89 Marines boarded a troop
The administration contends Wallace Swan 753-8838.
rates.
ship today as the vanguard of
Debaters from Tilghman were
He made the statement today the inflation It inherited from
more than 7,000 Leather being
Michael Minnen and Terry Rewas
administration
Johnson
as his Banking and Currency' the
withdrawn to California as part
ber. They will represent Tilghmore
take
Subcommittee on production so entrenched it will
of President Nixon's third
man and the first region in the
LOSE LICENCES
and stabilization opened hear- time for its policies to work.
phase withctawal of 50,000
10-regicrn State Speech Festival
The overall wholesale price
sense of the
proposed
a
on
ings
troops.
Clydie Collie of KirkieY
at the University of Kentucky
116.4 in
Hugh
at
and
stood
Perry
resoluThe
index
A.
resolution.
Robert
Senate
Guerrillas attacked two U.S.
Route Tiio remains in critical
in Lexington April 8-8.
tion asks the administration to February, 4.8 per cent above Raspberry. both of Murray, Marine outposts near Da Nang
Students who received sup- condition at the Methodist
which
Goods
earlier.
licenses,
year
drivers
one
of
have lost their
"seek a more balance set
with grenades Monday night in
erior ratings in discussion and Hospital, Memphis, Tenn,,
policies" that cost an average of $10 in 1957- according to the Kentucky Traf16
wounded
that
fighting
Mr. Collie underwent brain anti-inflationary
duet acting events will also
"the burden of 59 now cost $11.46, the figures fic Safety Coordinating Comcompete in the state tourna- surgery on Thursday, February would spreadl
mittee.
among
equitably
more
showed.
restraint
(Continued
on
Pawl
Ton)
EL Re entered the Memphis
ment.
of the economy and
Discussion winners are: Nick Hospital two weeks ago. _ all sectors
the population."
Sweers, Murray High; and Dahas
The
administration
vid Lefebvre and Mark Neel,
shunned direct price and wage
both of Tilghman.
indirect
such
controls or
Duet acting teams who earncontrols as guidelines or
cd , superior ratings are: Mark
"jawboning"— methods of interTinsley and Jada Stewart, Murtion in the economy generally
ray High; Nancy Kersove and
favored by Democrats.
Ellen Teitloff, Murray UniverInstead it has relied on a
sity School; and Kathy Ruthertight control of the supply of
ford and Marci Woodruff, Trigg
money and a budgetary surplus
County.
to curtail demand in the
Sponsored by the Kentucky
economy and halt the advance
High School Speech League, the
of prices. It acknowledges these
third and final event A indipolities will take time and
vidual speaking — will be held
at Murray State March 28.
unemployment to rise in
Murray High will represent
the meantime.
the first region in the State
But Mondale said the admiDrama Festival at the Univernistration's approach has failed.
sity of Kentucky next weekend
as the winner of the first event
in regional speech competition.

Tilghman %Vim

ARRE

Project Life Blood, the drive
being sponsored by the Kentucky Jaycees and the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
to obtain a life-saving kidney
machine for Kentucky, is today 130,000 coupons strong.
Murray citizens have contributed at least 13,800 to this total,
Mrs. Don Hunter, local collection chairman of the Murray Woman's Club, announced.
For 600,000 Betty Crocker
coupons, General Mills, producer of many food products, has
agreed to pay an amount adequate to purchasa one machine.
The drive will extend throughout 1970. However, consider.
able effort will be required to
reach the rel.
April 10 is the date for the
next shipment of coupons from
Murray to the Louisville headquarters. Members of the community are urged to accumulate
as many coupons as possible in
the next month and send them
before April 10 to Mrs. Hunter;
to the Murray Woman's Club,
Box 182, Murray; or to the Murray Jaycees, Box 41, Murray.

Raid Center On
North Viet
Supply Routes

of

secretary for field studies; and

(Continued on Page Ten)

kidney Machine Drive
Now 150,000 Coupons

AID

Tennie Nelson

Expedeno
Begin Today

Dale A. Robinson, associate secretary for field studies.
Accompanying the three, who
arrived here from Washington
Monday, will be Jim Peacock,
a former Utah legislator and
school administrator, who said
he will act as an "objective observer and advisor to the study."
Peacock warned that though
the sanction against Utah in
1984 remained only five months,
"a wholesale turnover in the
Utah legislature resulted," and

of 25 to 30 professional simpers with repertoire that quite
literally runs the gamut from Bach to the Blues. The concert Is open only to contributing members of the association
and Murray State students upon presentation of their student identification cards. The concert Is scheduled to begin
at 8:15 p.m.

Vol. LXXXXI No. 58

U.S. Jets Fly Bombing
Raids In Laos Again Today

Mrs.
WEATHER REPORT Funeral
Held Today

NEA Probe
_c•io
chow

104 Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, March 10, 1970
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
bac. Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timm and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1929, and the West Kentuckian,
January I, 1942.
lea N. 4ti Street, Murray, Heated', ell.11

The Tennessee Valley Autho- established., jointly by TVA and
rity and Georgia Power Company the Salary Policy Employee Pantoday announced plans to build el, which is made up of three
a 500,000 volt high-capacity tra- white-collar unions and two assonsmission line connecting the ciations of professional employees.
two electric systems.
The new line, about 75 miles
I 21 cooperative conferences
long, will connect TVA's proposed Sequoyah Nuclear Plant and are now functioning in 86 TVA
Georgia Power's Etowah Gen- administrative units and field
Entered Daily at the Post' Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
erating Plant. When approved projects. Last year these groups
tranamiecion as Second Class Matter
by the Atomic Energy Comm- handled about 1,500 employee
ission, the Sequoyah plant will suggestions for improving the
SuBst;IPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
be constructed on a site on Chi- work environment, doing work
Mentz ;Lai. In canoway and adjoining oounues, per year, $5.50.
Zoncit 1 & 4, $1.3.1.1C1, arsewatre $16.0u. AL service sttivwrlpuona $8.00.
ckamauga Lake about 20 miles more efficiently or safely, binnortheast of Chattanooga. The proving communications, and vaOutatandang Livia Aeon ot a Community k the
Etowah plant is now under con- rious special projects. Similar
Integrity e/ Ica Newspaper'
struction near Cartersville, Ge- union - management cooperative
groups are organized among TVA
orgia, northwest of Atlanta.
TUESDAY - MARCH 10. 1970
Planning and surveying now blue-collar employees.
The Nashville
meeting next
are under way, and the line is
scheduled for completion in May week will be held in the Sheraton Nashville Motor Inn. Those
1972.
James E. Watson, Manager attending will exchange informaLEDGER A TIMES FILE
of Power for TVA, said, "This tion and ideas to help make the
cooperative conference program
new inter-connection with the
Southern Company system will effective in the local units,
Robert E. Moyer has been appointed to theposition of Director of
Increase to 25 the number of highPurchiming for the Tappan Company, Mansfield, Ohio.
voltage interties which TVA has
Calloway County has 258 boys and 310 girls enrolled in the 4.H
with neighboring electric sysClubs this year.
tems. With the completion of
Cadet Werter Lewis Drake has been added to the Headquarters
By United Press international
this 500,000 - volt connection
list at the Columbia Military Academy for haying attained a superwith Georgia Power, TVA will
ior scholastic rating during the last semester.
Today is Tuesday, March 10,
have five extra - voltage lines
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Campbell, 201 South 13th Street, are the
connecting its system to neigh- the 69th day of the year with
parents of a girl born at the Murray Hospital.
boring power companies. The 296 to follow.
The moon is between its new
lines are used for the scheduled
exchange of large blocks of pow- phase and the first quarter.
morning
stars
are
The
er, and this contributes substantlly to system economy. In Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
.the event of emergencies, these,
high-capacity lines help protect Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
the reliJahinty of service among
In 1862 the United States
ail interconnected systems in the
Issued paper money for the
region."
Mrs. Emma Mathis, age 65, and Duncan Holt are the deaths
time. The denominations
Edwin I. Hatch, Georgia Power first
reported today.
Company President, saieh the new ranged from $5 to $1,000.
A Fourth Monday Mule Day celebration will beheld in Murray on
In 1945 United States B29
line means "another significant
March 27 and will be sponsored jointly by the Murray Rescue Squad
bombers began incendiary raids
strengthening
of
interconnection
and the Ledger & Times.
Japan.
capacity that has evolved between on
Jeanette Paschall, an 8th grade student at Hazel High School,
In 1964 Queen Elizabeth 11
Georgia
during
TVA
and
Power
was named the weekly winner of the Safety Contest being sponsorec
the past 30 years. Previously, gave birth to her fourth child,
by the County PTA,
our largest interties were lines Edward, third in line for the
T. 0. Turner is chairman of the Easter Seal Sale Drive in Cailoof 230,000 volts. This 500,000 British throne.
way County.
In 1969 James Earl Ray
volt line, however, will be capable of carrying electricity equiv- pleaded guilty to the murder of
Dr. Martin Luther King and
alent to that of four 230,000 volt
sentenced to 99 years in
other dependency testa are met
lines."
prpeon.
at the time the expenses were
TVA
Recently,
and
both
GeorFor details
--This column of questions and answers on federal , paid or incurred.
gia Power joined other electric
on medical expenses, send a
A thought for the day: British
systems
in
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
establishment
of a
post card to your local IRS
NEW YORK, March 7.novelist Thomas Hardy said,
Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly,
Southeastern Electric Reliability
free copy
(UPI) - Simon and GarInternal Revenue Service and is published as a public " office and ask for a Deduction
"Patience is that blending of
nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat
Council,
designed
)f Publication 502,
to
further
the
of the
recording
funkel's
of
moral courage with physical
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
'
scornful.- Psalm 1:1.
for Medical arid Dental Exreliability of power supplies in
"Bridge over Troubled Watimidity."
No one has to place himself in such unhappy company,
penses,
the
Southeast,
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
ter" remained No. 1 in this
---Q) Is there any change in
week's national survey by
stead of February 15. Detailed'
About 325 representatives of True color shows
the amount that may be demagazine
of
Billboard
pop
changes
for
information
on all
ducted for contributions to
CO is the surcharge rate for
TVA management and white.
single records. The ratings
LONDON (UPI)- Thousands
1.1069 mey be obtained by askretirement plans by self'
1969 really 10 percent?
collar unions from Alabama. of tourist photographs show
are based on sales and
for
office
aIRS
WSJ
Yotiir
ing
•
employed people?
broadcast play.
Kentucky, North Carolina. and otherwise, but Buckingham.
free copy of Publication 553,
A) Yes, the income tax surA) No, this provision is the
Tennessee will take part in the Palace is really cream colored.
The leaders:
Highlights of 1969 Changes in
charge for 1969 is 10 percent.
year.
last
was
salrne
as it
21st annual meeting of cooperathe Tax Law.
For 1970, the surcharge drops
The palace has been getting
I. "Bridge over Troubled
Briefl, a self-employed pertive conferences March 17-18 its face washed for the first timeto.5 percent and is due to exWater,"
GarfunkSimon
and
peraside
10
set
up
to
can
son
Q) I need safety shoes on
at
Nashville,
pire June 30,
Tenn.
el.
in decades. And as the layers of
cent of his earned income in
my job. Can I deduct their
If. in general, your "regular
William J. Usery, Junior Assi- London grime are scoured off by
2. '1'ravelin' Band an approved plan and deduct
cost?
tax" is less than $735; you can
Who'll Stop the Rain?" Cree- stant Secretary of Labor for British government workmen this on his return. The maxidetermine the amount of the
Labor-Management
A) Yes, the cost of safety
Relations, lo! and behold - the brown old
mum amount that may be dedence Clearwater Revival.
1969 surcharge you have to
shoes and other protective
will speak Tuesday evening. Don palace isn't brown at all.
ducted is $2,500.
Rapper,"
Jagger.
"The
3.
pay from the tables on Page
clothing required for your
McBride, TVA Board member,
This provision of the law
T I in the 1040 tax instruc4. "Rainy Night in Georwill address the opening session
can also be used by people who
work may be deducted if you
tions. Otherwise, compute 10
Benton.
Brook
gia,"
on Tuesday and General Manahave only part-time income
itemize. Do this on Schedule
percent of your "regular tax."
5. "Ma Belle Arnie," Tee
from self-employment. Up to
A under miscellaneous deducger Lynn Seeber will speak on
Set.
Q) What can I do to keep
tions.
10 percent of their self-emWednesday. Other TVA speakers
6. "Give Me Just a Little
my tax refund from being deployment income may be de(1) I paid my daughter's
More Time," Chairmen of during the meeting will include
layed?
ducted when it is invested in
John S. Barron, Director of Trimedical bills last year when
the Board.
a retirement plan.
she had an operation. Can I
A) File a complete, accuPhone 753-3404
7. "Thank You - Every- butary Area Development; W. F.
LETTER FIOM HANOI-HELD HUSBAND -- Mrs. Raymond
rate return and send it in
deduct them on my return
Q) My son who is attending
• DeKalb Seed Cern
Schrump. wife.raf.Maj. Raymond Schrump. captured by the
body Is a Star," Sly and the Wilson, Chief of Safety Staff;
even though she is not my deearly. Refund claims sent in
college is filing for a refund.
and J. Worth Wilkerson,Publica- • Certified Hood Soybeans
Family Stone.
Viet Cong nearly two years ago, talks with Viet Cong
pendent?
now can be processed and the
Can I claim an exemption for
8. "Hey There Lonely tions Editor.
spokesman Ly Van Sau in Paris, where he unprecedentedly
• Uncertified Hood Beans
refund issued within five to
A) You may deduct the , him on my return if he quali- These "cooperative conferen- • C.ertifled Dare Soybeans
Girl," Eddie Holman.
_gave her a copy of a letter reportedly written by her hussix weeks.
medical expenses you paid for
fies as my dependent?
9. "He Ain't Heavy, He's ces" are jointlabor-management
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Pete Maravich And Bob Lanier
Are Top Vote-Getters On UPI's
All-American Basketball Team
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Kentucky Picked Number
One In Final UPI Poll

Cal Murphy Picked
Kentucky is king again in season-long leader which saw repeated in 1966. It finished this
Lanier, the 6 feet, 11 inch
Its chances for repeating as season with a 25-1 record while
college basketball.
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that
falls
same
into
game.
a
points
Marvin Roberts, Utah Slate;
more,
I
doubt
it."
Kentucky'
"I was treated real well Trapp was the second leading 1969-70go°.
Mount was considered one of category. People don't appre- "Do you go along with Brock
Tom Owens, South Carolina;
Stay
Love, Oregon; Willie the top outside shooters to ciate how good a ball player he when he says he has never seen there, but coming over here receiver for Buffalo in 1968
with St. Louis could be a big fore being traded to San
Sojourner, Weber State; John come from the big 10. The
"Why do you say that for?" Allen loaf under any circum- break for me. Every ball player Dieco.
Mengelet, Auburn; 011ie Taylor, skinny boilermaker player guidwants to play every day and
"Because he can run as good stances?"
Houston; Jim Ard, Cincinnati; ed Purdue to an 18-6 record and
"Absolutely," -Rojas said. who knows, maybe I might get
anyone."
as
conference
second
in
place
Julius Erving, Massachusetts;
"He never stole any bases." "He runs full speed all the time a chance to do that over here."
Cliff Mealy, Colorado; Van play. He averaged 35.4 points a
oTTO TO COACH ALL-STARS
"When
you hit 'em as far as no matter where he hits the
Williford, North Carolina State; game.
"Was that right, you report
he
does,
you don't have to ball. You witch him, he'll hit a
Murphy
gunned
in 30 points a
TO ALL PERSONS HOLD1)4G COMMON STOCK IN
Gene Phillips, Southern Methohick
caught
fly ball and he'll be all the wa), late because you
CHICAGO (UPI)- Otto GraTHE CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT
dist; Charles Davis, Wake game as Niagara finished with steal," Brock laughed, "He around to second base when it's en pox from one of your kids?'
coached
ham,
the
who
college
Forest; George Trapp, Long a 22-5 regular season mark and can run, I'm telling you. People caught."
ASSOCIATION:
all-stars to their last two
Beach State and Jeff Petrie, gained its first NCAA playoff don't realize his raw speed, In "What about all the difficulty
"That's right," Rojas said.
victories over the pros, Monday
a
foot
race,
I'm
not
at
The
all
sure
Board
berth.
of
Directors
have authorized i'tall on all
Princeton,
he had in Philadelphia last "My little boy, Michael, had it was named to coach the
I could beat him."
common stock issues of 1948 through 1954.
it
from
got
In
I
and
February
collevians for the 37th Annual
"What do you think of his year, insisting upon dressing in him."
This is a mandatory call and all interest has been
a room by himself and the
College All-Star Game on July
general attitude?"
ALMO WINS
• stopped on these issues as of January 1. 1970.
like?"
against
Kansas
31st
City.
"An I can say is I've never
"Is he your only child?"
Please bring in your stock and collect your money.
The Almo PTA beat the Hazel seen him loaf on the field. They
"No. There's also Octavio, Graham coached the collelimo at=mut
PTA in Men's and Women's bas- always say blah, blab, blab and "That thing about him using Victor_ Manuel and Roberto gians from 1958 to 1965 befor
Guy S. Wilson, Mgr.
ketball recently. The Men won this and that about him. Every a room tly himself was only Arturo. I've got four boys, no becoming the head coach of the
Calloway County Soil Imp. Assoc.
Washington Redskins.
60-54. Tommy Lee was high scor- time I've ever seen him, he has meant to be a joke," ROjas girls, No foul balls."
Murray, Kentucky
er with 18 points. The final score given one-hundrerf-ancken per said, "More was made of it I
In the women's game was 12-27.
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

Pepitone To Try To Make
Hair Popular In Houston

Player Comments
on south Africa
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CINCINNATI (UPI) - Mike
Reid, Penn State's All-America
tackle who won both the
Maxwell and Outland trophies,
signed a contract Monday with
the Cincinnati Bagels.
Reid, a 6-foot-3, 258-pounder
who Is also a concert pianist,
played in only one losing game
in three seasons at Penn State.

11%
NET YIELD
Prime real este* investment opportunity in
Murray. Building is a newly constructed neighborhood shopping center type structure. Net
leased to a substantial corporation for a period
of twenty years.
Lease contains overage rent provision. Subject
to prior sale. Prin4gis ply. For nformation,
write or call Mr. DaM Hobson at:
DIVERSIFIED REALTY SERVICES, INC.
10 S. Serese Street
Spolnefieid, Ohio 45502
Telephone: 323.748 (513)

Dodgers Need Fourth Pftcher In Lineup To Round Out Squad

OPEN TONIGHT

By JOHN G. GRIFFIN_
UPI Sports Editor

quarters on the field seems will disturb his sound relief hasn't forgotten how he did it."
solid with Wes Parker (.278) at pitching.
first, last year's star rookie,
Hollers Should Start
Mota had a sore elbow in late
VERO BEACH, Fla. (UPI)-. Ted Sizemore (.271) at second,- Jim Lefebvre (.271) has the season
and it remains to be
With13 games to go in the 1969 and veteran Maury Wills (.297) inside track at third base and seen whether
he will be 100 per
season, the Los Angeles Dodg- at short, although at 37 years of Alston says he "has been cent,
ers were only a half-game out age Wills' stamina has to be looking good this spring." But
Andy Kosco the ex-Yankee
04 first place. They lost 10 of suspect. he doesn't have the job nailed
these 13 and wound up in fourth
Now add Manny ..tdota (.323) down by any means. One rival who led the Dodgers in homers
with 19 last year, is in the
place, 9 games out of first, In left field and Willie Davis is Bill Sudakie (.234).
battle for a regular outfield job
"The pitching collapsed at-the („311) in center field.
However, Sudakis is the after
suffering a sprained ankle
end," explains manger Walt Adding all this up seems to central figure in a major
Alston. "Three men had carried come to enough to make the Dodger experiment of the at the start of spring training,
the pitaing that far."
Dodgers once again contenders spring, Alston is trying to So is Willie Crawford, who hit
Finding a fourth starter to In the Western Division of the convert him to a catcher and .247 and could be on the verge
team with Claude Osteen, Bill National League. But whether reports, "He's enthusiasti of "arriving" as a star.
The pornt a—unless you have BOTH
ipecial training for this match,
Singer, and Don Sutton Li a they can , g0 all the way depends about catching, and that's
The Dodgers were fourth in
the odds ore "against you But FEDERAL
major project for Alston and on finding the answers to those Important."
team batting average last year,
AND
you always win when you let
the Dodgers at their training other problems.
Veteran Tom Haller, 32, rates but eighth in total bases. Just
BlOCK do your"tueling. Your STATE
base here. go is deciding on a "I just couldn't guess at his as the Dodgers' No. 1 catcher, where the extra slugging power
priz.-0 complete and accuregular third baseman. And so time who the fourth starter but the Dodgers make it fairly they want will come from isn't
rate return You avoid worry
is the 1970 version of the annual might be," says Alston, Vic plain they aren't satisfied with clear on their spring roster;
save fume, often save money
Dodger hwit for more batting dean of big league managers. 28-year-old Jeff Torborg as his hence the definite possibility
Get the point'
UP
power.
"It could be Alan Foster or it backup man, Torborg, an early- the Dodgers will be trying to
GUAMANTIF t
First the Dodgers count their could be Joe Moeller or it could spring holdout, seems to be swing a trade for a big hitter
4 .• quoronte• accurate preparai-, of every to, return
blessings:
be one of several others."
hinting broadly he'd like to be early in the season.
,
ate ann errors that Con, you any penalty or
And in that department you
rr..t.
we *II pay the penalty of Inte,PS,
traded and chances are strong
Foster, a 23-year-old
start with the two 20-game bander who pitched back-to- that's what will happen. If the
A slugger, a third baseman,
winners, southpaw Osteen (20. back no hitters in the Paciti, Sudakis experiment works, then and a fourth starting pitcher
15) and righthander Singer (20- Coast League in 1967 and was a Torborg is definitely "availa- and the Dodgers could give
12), and then you add Sutton high bonus kid earlieK, could IC ble" for somebodY.
Alston las seventh pennant in 17
America's tar est Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
(17-18). Osteen is 30, but Singer the answer after a 3-9 season
The Dodgers are delighted seasons.
Is only 25 and Sutton 24 and the last year that included flashes with -"new new" Willie Davis.
trio seem set as the nucleus of of ability, Either Pete .Ma- The speedy centerfielder finally
Or maybe just one or two of
ee days a.m.- p.m. - Sat. 1-5
Phone 753-1204
the staff.
kelsen -(7-5) or Al McBean
put his talents together for 'a those would do the trick. After
Wills' Stamina Puzzle
might move • up from the big' year in 1967 and Alston all, they were in contention AlmommiN0 APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Then--you add that three- bullpen, but it's unlikely Alston commtelegia* lest hope he nearly all the way last year.
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Mrs. George Hart
Presents Program
For Garden Meet

r1 -Mrs. J. B.Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

PAGE]

Mrs. Eversmeyer Is
Speaker At Delta
Debartment Meet

ta•

Appropriately dressed in Ha.
Eversmeyer
Harold
Mrs.
waiian costume, leis and sandspoke to the Delta Department
als, Mrs. George Hart present.
of the Murray Woman's Club
ed pictures and a travelog of
on the subject, "It's What You
Islands
the
of
Haher visit to
Do With What You've Got", at
waii to members of the Garden
the meeting held Tuesdaa,
Department of the Murray WoMarch 3, at seven-thirty o'cloek
man's Club, Thursday afternoon,
in the evening at the club
March 5.
house.
Briefly reviewing highlights
of the trip, she described the
To introduce the speaker,
church service on Easter mornMrs. Clinton Rowlett, program
ing, growing population, dress
The Town and Country Horne- leader, read Tennyson's "Flowand customs of the natives who
makers met at the home of er In A Crannied Wall".
are a blend of five nations, and
Mrs. Pat Harcourt, 1710 MagnoMrs. Eversmeyer spoke while
advantages of retiring in the
lia Drive, on March 5. Co-hos- demonstrating the making of
• ••
Islands. Then followed a traveltesses were Mrs. Carolyn Ram- floral arrangements. She detalk which included pictures of
sey and Mrs. Cuby Weydener. lighted her audience with simThe Phebisn Sunday School such memorials as that at Pearl
The meeting was called to or- ple but creative uses of flowers
By Abigail Van Buren
ChurBaptist
Class of the First
Harbour where the ship, AriMrs. Lenoa Crutchfield, the der by Mrs. Carolyn Ramsey together with holiday motifs
ch will meet at the home of zona, went down, nationai
widow of the late Clyde Crut- president, and the devotional The speaker has had special traDEAR ABBY: John and I have been married for 17 Mrs. James Lamb, Glendale cemetery, fern grottoes, a serchfield, celebrated her 91st, Hebrews 11, verses 1 through ining in retail floral culture at
years. We have 3 children. Three years ago John became Road, at 7:30 p. m. Group II, ies of colorful flowers, and albirthday February 23rd at 3, was given by Mrs. Shirley the University of Senna.
involved with Lynn, my best friend, but I didn't (hid out Mrs. Arlie Scott and Mrs. Ro- ways the rainbow
Puryear Nursing Home, where Geenens. Thought for the day
caught
Lynn'a
husband
bert
Carpenter,
captains,
is
In
moths
ago
when
it
until
2
about
she has been a patient for several was a quote from Victor Hugo
Vice-president, Mrs. Humph.
Mrs. J. D. Raynans, chairman,
them. He left her and filed for divorce so she may get my charge of the arrangements.
"My idea is this: Ever ()award. read the American Creed. Durmonths.
rey Key, presided at the meet••
•
husband yet.
Mrs. Crutchfield was presented If God had intended that a man ing the business session Mrs.
ing and minutes were read by
A style show will be held by Mrs. John Livesay, secretary.
This isn't John's first affair, but I have always forgiven
a cake with 91 candles. The cake should go backwards, he would W. J. Gibson reported that the
him and taken him back. He has moved in with Lynn, and the Student Nurses Association Mrs. Clifton Key and Mrs.
was made by Mrs. Mary have given him an eye in the Cancer Committee would conMrs. L. Crutchfleld
nursing
Flanagan. She received many back of his head."
now he tells me he is too involved to break up. He says be of Murray State at the
Gregg Miller were welcomed as
tinue its activity for the year
seven p.m. The new members. Reminders were
beautiful cards and lovely gifts. Roll was called with each with the American Cancer Socnever dreamed she would give up her husband and children auditorium at
admission will be fifty cents. made again for members to save
She is the mother of three member naming an interesting iety.
for him. [What "give up?" Her husband caught her, moved
The fashions will be from The General Mills coupons and to
Mrs. Helen Bennett made an
children: one son, pictured with item recently received. Twenty
:out and took their 3 children to his mother's.)
Cherry's.
send them to Mrs. Don Hunter.
her, Chester Crutchfield of members were present. A les- appeal to the Deltas to support
••
Now John says he will have to do what will bother his
was
given
Announcement was made of
the KEA legislation in behalf
Cottage Grove; Mrs. Berths son on landscaping
conscience less. He says Lynn threatens to do away with
annual convention of
of Kentucky teachers by comCollins of Paris and Mrs. Ruby by Mrs. Martha Enix.
The Progressive Homemakers the 39th
herself if he leaves her because now she has nothing to live
Members were reminded to municating with the representaMr. and Mrs. Hugh Dennis Hopper, deceased. She has ten
the Garden Club of Kentucky.
of
home
the
at
meet
will
Club
for. Jahn says I am a stronger woman and wouldn't do
saving General Mills tives in the legislature.
to be held at Ken Bar Resort, Steger, 1601 Fanner Avenue, grandchildren,
29
great- continue
coupons to aid in the purchase
anything foolish, but Lynn might. In the meantime John is lin. Newton Milani at seven April 21:23. The Murray Gar- Murray, announce the birth of grandchildren and 14
Hostesses for the evening
great-great
of a kidney machine. Mrs. Ram- were Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr.,
living with her, Lynn has MY husband, and I am trying to pa.
den Department is responsible a baby boy, Hugh Dustin, weigh- grandchildren.
•••
on
born
would
pounds,
charm
school
eight
sey
said
a
raise 2 teen-aged children without a father. Am I nuts to go
r_1-500 favors for the conven- ing
Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss KathThe Alice Waters Orel*
Thursday, March 5, at 1:07 p.m.
h•-id in Mayfield on March leen Petterson, Mrs. Harry
tion.
WONDERING
along with this?
the First United Methodist
County
13, and in Paducah on March Sledd, Miss Ruth Lassiter, and
Mrs. R. E. Moyer gave the at the Murray-Calloway
Chun& WSC6 will meet at tke devotions She based her re- Hospital.
DEAR WONDERING: Nuts? No. Gullible, yes.
14, and volunteers for models Mrs. J. I. Hosick.
hese of Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
are needed. She announced a
marks on the poem, "If Jesus The new father is a student
1300 Mita Street, at 9:39 a.m.
-hobby show and luncheon to be
Caine to Your House," author at Murray State University.
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, a lady complained
•••
Mrs. Lexie Ray and daugh- held at the Woman's Clubhouse
Grandparents are Mr. and
unknown.
because at the home of her gentleman friend, toothpicks
The Bessie Tucker Chele of
Mrs. Hugh B. Steger of Galli- ters, Karyn and Latetia, of on April 10, beginning at 10
that
reported
Mrs.
Livesay
were passed around the table after dinner.
the First United Methodist
Tenn., visited her mo- a.m.
foam, plastic, paper and egg
$120.50 was made on the polls, Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. Kingston,
Believe it or not, this is a very old European custom. I Chinch WSCS will meet at the
ther, Mrs. Ottis Patton, Dog- Program selections were made shells were attractively displaycom- Jack Hulett of Paducah.
party
for
Christmas
card
wood Drive, over the weekend.,for 1971 - January, Home Fur- ed on a small table. Brief inremember that in my parents' home, after a formal dinner, boa of Mrs. Richard Tuck, 118 munity projects. 'Treasurer's re
Great grandparents are Mr.
the maid would pass a tray containing finger bowls and Woodlawn, at 9:30 a.m. •
nishings;
February, Foods; structions were given for makMrs.
R.
L.
port
was
made
by
•• •
Marion Skinner, Mrs. Mrs. Lorene Jackson of Mur- March,. Clothing; April, Home ing each kind of egg.
toothnidts. However, the proper way to use a toothpiek was
Bowden. Members were urged and Mrs.
Mrs.
No.
433
Chapter
and
Mr.
Murray Star
Steger,
ray Route Four has been dis- Furnishings; May, Clothing.
Refreshments of cake, coffee
to pick the teeth with one hand, using the other hand to
to attend the "Diamond Jubilee Lenora
Order of the Eastern Star will Luncheon," 10,30 a.m. March Ross Hulett, and Mrs. Thelma missed from the Western Bap- An interesting lesson on at- and tea were served by the hos"shield" the mouth so that the actual act of teeth-picking
bold its regular meeting at the 5, honoring past presidents of Froage, all of Paducah. A great tist Hospital, Paducah.
tractive and convenient closets tesses.
BORN IN GERMANY
was not exposed to view.
• ••
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
great grandfather is Ed Harris
was given by Mrs. Verona Gro- Member, present were MesMurray Woman's Club.
•••
Mrs. Katy Miller of Haul gan. She described a closet * dames Mary Jo 13artholomy, SuDEAR BORN: flank you for your informative letter.
with, of Paducah. •••
Bountiful
refreshments
The Murray TOPS Club will hot
Route Two has been a patient a Mayfield home, visited ba si& Bartlett, Martha Enie, DarThe finger bowls may stay. Bat the toothpicks have GOT to
spiced tea were served by
meet at the Community Center, Mesdames G. B. Scott, Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Schlosser at the Western Baptist Hospi- homemakers, as having nese- lene Ford, Joyce Fortin, Jack!
Ellis Drive, at seven p.m. In- Gingles,
are the parents of a tal, Paducah.
papered walls, cloth covered Fuqua, Shirley Geenens, VeroJ. Edgar Pride, John of Lowes
•• •
terested persons are invited to
Timothy Alan, weighboy,
baby
shelves with the edges covered ma Grogan, Pat Harcourt, Dori,
for
Ryan and Will Rose. Guests
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to a young woman who has attend.
7% ounces, Jeff Schroeder of Murray has with ball fringe and many oth- Hinds, Eva Hopkins, Carol Mcthe afternoon were Mrs. Willie -ing eight pounds
• ••
worn eyeglasses ever since I've known her. I never thought
Friday, March 6, at been dismissed from the West- er interesting features. A cov- Donough, Peg Moffett, Lee
Brandon, Mrs. E. R. Hagen and born on
12:42 am. It the Murray-Callo- ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah. ered clothes hanger with cloth Pinkston, Sally Piontek, Billie
they detracted from her appearance. In fact, I thought her
Mrs. Edward Nance.
•••
Wednesday, March 11
way County Hospital.
glasses were rather handsome.
• * •
container for hosiery was shown Price, Carolyn Ramsey, Bernice
Oaks
women
of
the
Scott
son,
The
another
have
They
Suddenly, my girl appeared without her glasses! I was
and pictures were passed a- Wallin, Penny Warren, and Cumeet
for
will
father
is
Country
Club
The
3%.
aga
Evaporated
milk
has
a
wide
11,
Keith
round showing many types of by Weydener.
shocked, but not particularly pleased, as I had become
High
Lewes
9:90
a.
m.
with
Ruth
at
at
coach
bridge
basketball
variety of uses, such as the bind- closets and storage facilities.
The next meeting will be held
accustomed to seeing her in glasses, and she didn't look like
Brandon num) u hostess
School.
ing agents in meat loaf or the
Craft for the evening was on April 2, at the home of Mrs.
herself without them.
Grandparents
are
Mrs.
Lois
Make reservations by Ikea
coating. for breaded foods. Lt presented by Mrs. Peg Moffett Meet Hendon, 1703 Magnolia,
Sbe told me she had been fitted for contact lenses, and Tuesday.
Schlosser of Route .0ne, Eldo- may be used in yeast breads end Mrs. Jaaki Fuqua. Easter with co-hostesses Mrs. Lee
•••
she seemed so thrilled about it. I told her quite frankly that if
Mrs.
and
rado, Ohio, and Mr.
without being scalded.
eggs made from sugar, styre- Pinkston and Mrs. Doris Hinds.
she had discussed it with me first I would have told her to
The Arts and Crafts Club will Mrs. Corbit Farlesa, president Arlo Sprunger, 224 South 15th
stay with her gismo.
meet at the home of Mrs. Noss of Church Women United, char- Street, Murray. Mrs. Mae RichNow I am wondering, for whom is she wearing contact Waters, 102 South 14th Strut, acterized the annual observance ards of Eldorado, Ohio, is a
of World Day of Prayer Friday great grandmother.
lenses? Surely not for me! Shouid I put her to the test, and at 2:30 p. m.
•••
•••
night as a celebration, explainask her to choose between me and the contact lenses?
William Scott is the name
The New Concord Homemak- ing that "celebration" is makPREFERS SPECS
ers Club will meet at the home ing visible and vital a fellow- chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Phil
DEAR PREFERS: Perhaps she is pleasing saiy herself, of Mrs. John Wells at one p. m. ship, as in this coming togeth- Barber, 2485 Ketchum Road,
•••
er of people across all bound- Apartment 7, Memphis, Tenn.,
which is her privilege. Having told her that you prefer eyeCircle of the aries that,separate them to pray for their baby boy, weighing
Wilson
The
Ruth
make
that
she
glasses to costae leases, drop it. tf you insist
for the world and its needs and seven pounds 6% ounces, born
• choice between you and the contact leases, she will seed First United Methodist Church for commitment
to being a part on Friday, Mardi 6, at 9:40
WSCS will meet at the home
neither contact leases oar glasses to see the handwriting sa
of Mrs. James M. Lamiter, 1313 of the solution of the world's p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
the wall.
County Hospital.
Wells Boulevard, at 7:30 p. in. problems.
•••
The service was held in St. They have. anether son, EdAt 10:00 A. M.- Rain or Shine
DEAR ABBY: What's wrong with a girl calling a boy on
The Harris Grove Homemak- John's Baptist Church. Mrs ward, age seventeen months.
the telephone? My mother says it's wrong, but sbe can't give ers Club will meet at the house William Porter was leader, and They father is a teacher at the
At the Frank Riley farm.trom Fredonia go South,threejourme a good reason. If you want to know about a homework of Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones at Mrs. Adele Johnson participat- Melrose High School, Memphis,
th
mile on highway 641,turn right at auction sign. M.
Tenn.
one P. med as reader in the Litany.
assignmern or something like that, what is wrong with it?
•••
"The theme was "Take Cour- Mrs. Mildred Barber and Mr.
put
his farm in the grain program and will
NANCI
the
The Pottertown Homemakers age", first voiced at dawn in and Mrs. Carlos Jones, all of
grandparents.
the
DEAR NANCE Girls shouldn't call boys because the bey Club will meet at the Holiday 'the tropical Tongas, just west Murray, ate
of the International Date Line, Mrs. Fred Barber and Mrs. Pearl
might get the idea that she is chasing him which la the last Inn at ten a.
•••
then taken up by millions of Jones of Murray and Mrs. C. J
she
is.
If
a
girl
if
Meg a girl wants a boy to think-especially
The Wesleyan Circle of the others as it passed throughout Williams of Lynn Grove are
TRACTORS
waists 4s knew about a homework assignment or something
First United Methodist Church the day across oceans and con great grandmothers.
Ike that, she'd be wise to call another girl
• ••
1, 1969 John Deere 4020 Tractor, with low hours excellWSCS will meet with Miss Dor- tinents with its message of
is Rowland, 308 Irvan Street, at hope", - Mrs. Farless stated. .
A baby boy: Joseph Ralph,
Mars year problem? You'll feel better if you get it off 7:30
ent
condition. .1, M. F. 65 tractor in good condlt4ob. 1,601
p.m.
Mn. Vernon-Shown sang the weighing six-pounds 3% ounces,
your chest. Weise to ASHY, Boa MTN. Las Maples, Cal.
•••
Hoyt
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Ford tractor. 1,1967 niodaaeif-propellerd cotuhfne, with graaria from Elijah, "If With All was born to
NM. For a perssaal reply eaclose damped, addressed
The Hannah Circle of the your Hearts ye_Truly Seek Me" Harris of Shady Oaks Trailer
in head and two row attachment.
busby..
First United Methodist Church iccompanied by. Mrs. Larrie Court, Murray, on Friday,
WSCS will meet with Mrs. Joe Clark at the piano. Miss Addle Match 6, at 9:55 p.m. at the
TOOLS
For Abby's sew booldel. ••Wlmit Teca-Agers Want to Keeslar, Parklane Drive, at 7:30 Dunlap sang "How Great Thou Murray-Calloway County Hosp.m.
1,
12'
John
Deere
Disk;
1,
4
pital.
bottom
16" J. D. Plow P. U.; 1, J.D. 5 Bottom
CaL
Angeles.
Los
Art", asking the congregation
Lwow," send $t to Abby, Boa Oak
•••
to join her in the chorus, and They have another son, Alan,
Semi mounted Plow; 1 real good front end loader; 1, 3 Bottom, 14" Breakwas accompanied by Mrs. Mary age five. The father is employing Plow M. F.; 1, 9' Kewanee Wheel.stisk; 1, Massey Grader Blade; 1 MassThursday, March 12
ed with Steele Service here in
Helen Payne.
ey Cultivator; 1, 2 Bottom Breaking Plow; 1 Ford Disk Harrow; 1, 2 Bottom
The South Mumy Homemak
Mrs. Pete Rutledge, Re.,.• WI! Murray.
Grandparents are ,Lucious
Breaking Plow; 1 Ford Disk fjorrow; 1, 2 Row Rotary Hoe; 1, 2 Row Ford
era Club will meet at the home liam Porter, Mrs. Jules liar
(Advertisement)
of Mrs. N. P. Cavitt at 10:30 court, Atty. Sid Easley, and Mrs Harris of Fort Payne, Ala., and
Cultivator; 1, A. C. Mowing Machine 7'; 1 John Deere Mowing Machin* 7';
iV. B. Graves gave presentations Mr. and Mrs. George Massey of
1, 2 Row Fox Chopper,
•••
of persais of outstanding tour Nashville, Tenn.
The Murrey-Calloway County
WAGONS
The Cumberland Presbyterian age, whose lives have exempliShrine Club held its monthly
Women
of
fied
overcoming
the
North
the
of
others.
Pleasant
handiof
1,
Farm
Hand
Silage
Wagon;
1
fellowship breakfast at the HoliDump Wagon; 2 Grain Wagons,
Mrs. Della Gleason, Mrs. Elday Inn on Sunday, March 8, Grove Church will meet at the caps, fear, frustration and perBirdie
by
lave
Mrs.
Rowlett,
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PADUCAH. Ky. - A most at nine o'clock in the morning.
demonstrative' acts of resp•disi- and Mrs. Alfred- Lindsey acted
seven p .m.
unique free offer of special in
1, 1964 Chevrolet 2 ton Dump Truck; 2, 1963 model Ford 2 ton Dump Trucks,
•••
in
the
ushers.
hie
involvement
welfare as
Members and their families
terest to those who hcar but &
Beds 7x10 dump; I Ford Pick-up 1956 model with utility Bed.
Grove 128 of the Woodmen
The world-wide offering from
not understand words has beer attending were Mr. and Mrs. of the World will meet at the
World Day of Prayer is comMilton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. John
. announced ly Beltone. A replici L. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Will- Woman's Club House at 8:30 Unrin Building cafeteria at 7 30 mitted to helping others "take
EQUIPMENT
of the smallest Beltone evet iam E. Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. p.
p.m For further information courage". Emphasis this year is
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Post
hole
digger 9"; Fertilizer Spreader; 2 Bush Hogs 6'
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:all Mrs. Wallace Swan 753. placed on: religious educationmade will be given absolutely Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
with Stump Jumpers; 1 Easy Flow fertilizer Spreader; 1 Seed Sower; 1Gross
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al material for Latin-American
free to anyone answering thif Don. Robinson and son, Larry,
• ••
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Clipper 7'; 1 Cultipacker; 1, 3 Gang Disk Plow; 1, Ford Cultivator; lReed
advertisement.
Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Beale, Mr. Club will meet at the home
The
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Mrs.
Murray Homemak- in thii country; support of a
Pat
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munities. These are part of an
Mrs. Hen-y James at 11 a. m.
Sunday, March 15
Blackwell
30 Head of Steers and Heifers.
ounce. and it's all at ear level.
mission,
a
A sack lunch will be served.
The District I spring meeting intercontinental
•••
•••
in one unit. No wires lead from
of the Business and Profession- fund through which CWU exLUNCH WILL BE SERVED.
The Welcome Wagon New- al Women's Club will be held presses its concern for others
body to head. Here is truly new
hope for the hard of • hearing
'•aunas are on the ini•rease comers Club will meet at the at Holiday Inn, Mayfield, at in concrete terms, • including
545- 3594
These models' are free while at ski res,orts anri la.,Iiioii has Community Centee at 7:30 p. is. 9:30 a. m. Make reservations r grants for Christian literature
on six continents and grants to
nnwin. Willard Ails will speak on March 11.
the limited supplY lasts, so we lou nd its way in tile
•
t•
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in
Asia
Christian colleges
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suggest you phone for years 1 ern toWals are being replai•t•il
Wet Lovett, Owensboro at- Africa, Mrs' Farless said.
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•
•
•
now. Again. we repeat there is lyy 'full-length otttin robes in meet at the club room at
seven torney, will speak at an open
4.
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V1,,rrn,f.ilsoil mluflo•-•'
na cosi and certainly no obliga• ,,Itprful ',lino, or long
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p. m.
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1,4
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ti,if 1,1,
• ••
111•111
Gen. Call 443 4504 for informs
the Seventies" of the Christian I.1%,
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Social Concerns committee at Pr-igpers, I \ nirrn.1
lien or write Beltone. -Belton( diem ea.% to tint, for
Friday, March 13
AUCTION & REALTY
tiouo.1 agrcc ,11/1, r
till
The
culty Couples Bridge the WOW Hall at 2 30 p m
Bldg . 790 Jeff.. Paducah, )ffo.
tire Student The public is invited,. ta..attend!ll12"12.'!"_.'.
- Isiottuttawa 388-7251
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Is she 'nuts'
to go along?

Tuesday, March 10
The kfaryleona Frost Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
home of Mrs. N. P. Hutson at
9:30 a.m.
•••
The New Providence Homemakers Club will meet in the
loos of Mrs. Terry Housden at
ens p.m.
•••
The Murray Branch of the
AAUW will meet at the home
of Mrs. Alfred M. Wolfson, 310
North 14th Street, at 7:90 p. m.

Mrs. Pat Harcourt
Hostess For Town
And Country Meet

In Puryear Nursing Home

Observes Her
Ninety-First
Birthday

PERSONALS

World Day Prayer
Program Held At
St. John's Church

AUCTION
Saturday, March 14
sell
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HEARING?

Shrine' Club Holds
Breakfast Sunday
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Legislative
Boxscore

Major Issues In The General Assembly
ko Approved
•Rejected
• Status
▪ Recommitted
Air Pollution Commission:
Adding 2 Members HB 3
Boil Bondsmen Licensing HB 29
Interest Ceiling SB 139
'Black Lung' Benefits HB 12
Executive Budget N8 18
Legislative Budget HB 5
Fast,Time Exemption HI 16
Parochial School Aid SB 128

College Cost Deductions SB 2
Medicine Exemption SB 4

THE LEDGER & TIMES —MURRAY. KENTUCKY
tier doctors had to do with what unto, now the University of Cinthey had. Hunting knives became cinnati College of Medicine.
seadals, and sharp. sticks were Largely because of his Worts
prot,t,. Whisky Was the only and his influence, Clocieeatt beeneral anesthetic.
came the early-day mbar Of medicine in America, rentalthen the
way the Mayo Fomidation and
Johns Hopkins are ranked today
4awed off when amputations were.as healing ceders;lecessary. Cholera was treated "Wbe University ofKentucky PrWit. a mixture of red pepper and
y published "Physiciess r
Whisky.
By Jack Simcox
est." the selectedwran to th
Me only qualifications for play- Kings of I
Drake, in which
siLians were need and crisis. Al- he reveals
FRANKFORT, Ky.- Gov.
as a Man of
Louie B. Nunn this week set most anyone could call himself robust energy
of int.
the
doctor-and it seemed at times crests that
aside March 30 to honor
beyond
Commonwealth's medical men- that almost everyone did.
the field of medicine.
;Most frontier doctors never
proclaiming it Doctor's Day.
Doctors like McDowell and Dr- saw the inside of a medical sch- But even before Drake, a
ake were giants of the early med-ol They learned by doing and tucky physician gained internatical history of Kentucky and the through apprenticeship, or by ional renown. In 1809 Dr. Ephnation. And the future of medi. reading medicine. Nonetheless raim McDowell, of Danville,percine in Kentucky will be no less the Commonwealth developed a formed the world's firstovariecstrong early medical tradition. tomy in the parlor of his home.
bright, from all indications.
Cancer research is well along Dr. Daniel Drake who learned
at the University of Kentucky medicine as an apprentice in A complication of the surgery
medical center, while at the Un- Washington, Ky., gained the att- was the woman's armed husband
iversity of Louisville College ention of the' medical world in who vowed to kill the doctor if
of Medicine research in geria- 1850 with publication of his com- the operation tailed. Such intrics has attracted widespread pendium of environmental dis- cidents were rare, though. Early
eases of the frontier - an advan- doctors enjoyed the respect of
attention.
Doctors at U. L. recently tra- ced attempt to treat disease as a their patients and immunityfrom
nsplanted the spleen Of a London social or ecologic phenomenon. the usual violence ofthetrontion.
man to his twin brother living Drake was a member of the One thought twice about doing
first medical faculty west of the harm today to the man who might
in Louisville.
By contrast, there were no Appalachians - at Transylvania save his life tomorrow.
such miracle techniques or dru- in Lexington. He later was on the
gs when Kentucky first was sett. faculty of the Louisville Medical
Designer John Moore, of
led. The tools and-drugs of med- Institute, now the U.L. College of
ical science were primitive, and medicine.
Cameo, thinks the skirt question
medical knowledge, itself, was Perhaps Drake's most sled!. is more one of width than of
icant contribution in the field of length. "Full skirts are coming
scarce or nou-existent.
Luxuries such as ether had not medical education was his found- in stronger and stronger," he
yet been invented, and the too- ing of the Medical College of' ,aid.
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Your income tax: file early
and assure an early refund
self-employment were $400 or
more'.
That is true even if
all his income'-- including money
earned outside the business -came to less than $600.
People who.earned less than
$600 last year but had taxes
withheld
from
their pay
definitely should file a return
New forms
inyway. It is the ONLN way
Although the basic rules are to get a refund. This is im•
virtually unchanged from last portant for students who had
year, the IRS has overhauled summer jobs last year.
the famous Form 1040 which
(Next: Joint returns)
individual taxpayers must file.
The number of pages youll
have to file depends on the
Hospital Report
complexity of your financial affairs. IRS says it's simpler to
fill out than previous forms. MARCH 6, 1970
Some critics, however, think it's
more confusing.
DISMISSALS
The old "short form" 1040A
has been eliminated. But the
Mrs. Norma Darnall, Rte. 1,
IRS says a taxpayer who would Almo; Cohen Stubblefield, 001
have used the short form can Sycamore, Murray; Raney Robnow file only the simplified one- ert, Rte, 2, Buchanan, Tam.;
page form 1040.
Master Gregg Coboon,1501 KirkBy NORMAN KEMPSTER
To itemize your deductions, wood, Murray; Mrs. Nellie BryWASHINGTON (UPI) - The a schedule has to be added to an, 804 Minerva, Murray; Mich" first thing you need to know the one-page form.
ael Barnett, Box 107, Hazel;
about making out your income
Most persons who take a Mrs. Perlis, Kirk, Rte. 5, Murrtax return this year is that gener- standard deduction probably ay; Mrs. Eula Outland transfered
ally it won't be affected by that will file only the one-page form. to Cony. Division, Mrs. Edith
big tax reform bill which Cong- The standard deduction is 10 Johnson, 1001 Vine, Murray;
per cent of adjusted gross in- Mrs. 011ie Lamb, Rte. 2, Hazel;
ress enacted in December.
Congress rewrote much of the conic or the minimum stan lard Buford Bailey, Rte. 4, Murray;
nation's basic tax law but few deduction up to a ceiling of James Tucker, 1401 Henry, Muof the changes took effect in, $1,000, or $500 if married and rray; Mrs Gertrude Armstrong
time to alter the rules govern- filing a separate return. Both (Expired), Box 166, Hazel.
ing taxation of individuals' 1%9 standard deductions are reincome.
fle(•ted on the tax table if your
March 5, 1970
For the average taxpayer,'incorne is less than $5,000.
Census — Adults .... 110 that is both good news and
If you want to itemize deGenius — Nursery ... 9
bad news. The good part is ductions you have to use SchedNewborn Admissions
that you won't have to learn ule A of The new form. Chances
Mrs. Nancy Steger and baby
before
filing
a lot of new rules
are you will want to itemize boy, 1901 Farmer, Murray; Baby
The if in 1969 you paid interest girl Kraft (mother Mrs. Gloria
the return due April
bad part is that youll have to on a home mortgage, made large Kraft), North 16th, Green Acres
wait until next year to take contributions to charity, had Trl. Cat. 23, Murray.
advantage of some of the tax- big doctor bills, paid alimony
Dismissals
reducing provisions of the new or suffered a big casualty loss
Ray Jourden, Route 1, Murlaw,
that was not covered by insur- ray; Mrs. Barbara Moody, 1507
You learned about the in ance.
Parklane, Murray; James Thiecome surtax last year. You
The new form should make nes, 902 South 16th Street, Murwill find that its bite is slightly it easier for you to itemize with- ray; Mrs. Mae Littleton, Hazel;
sharper now.
out overlooking a legal deduc- Master Ronald Isabel, Route 1,
The 10 per cent surtax took tion. Schedule A guides you Springville, Tenn.; Mrs, Gloria
effect April 1, 1968. W A er through the possible deductions, Miller, 904 Sycamore, Murray;
you filed your return last year listing the various categories William Thorpe, Box 71, Benvou figured your tax at the old iuch as medical and dental ex- ton; Charlie Myers (Expired),
"rates and then added 7 1/2 penses, taxes, contributions, in- Route 5, Hurray.
per cent, representing a 10 per terest and miscellaneous.
It
cent surcharge for three quarters provides space for you to fill
in the proper figures on your
of the year.
This time, the amount you own deductions. The instrucwould normally owe Uncle Sam tions give examples of each kind
will be increased by- a full 10 of deduction.
The other schedules for use
Far cent because the surtax was
in force for the entire year of with the new form are for taxpayers who had dividend or in1'169.
The surcharge dropped. to 5 terest income over *100, suptier rent 011 Jan. 1 and is sched- plemental or miscellaneous inuled io expire entirely on June come or can claim a retirement
:10 The drop will be reflected income credit.
in your withholding tax rates
this %ear, but will not affect Must file
v our lay return computations
The law says you must file "NEW" SOLUTION Roy Inuntil next year at this time. a tax return if you are under nis. national director of the
\lost people 'already has e age 65 and had an income of Congress of Racial Equality
paid all they owe both (heir $600 or more in 1%9.
'CORE 1, says in wascingt.
'regular tax and the siireliarge
lf you were 65 or over. y 01/ ton. that neither, segregated
'I liri nigh pay roll is ithlio rldi
have in file if your income was nor 'integrated schools. has
\ miii many lune inerpiaiii. The $1.200 or more last "Jr.y
worked for black children,
Internal Heienue Service (IR!`)
and callm for racially sepa\ sel in ,y
said almost 50
of the *mine:, of age must fill, a re- I ate schools. cain.14.4.1redcwaY,,
returns filed last y "Jr turn if
mint races in thigh. distil, ts,
net Pilf11111S
—
-*
EDITOR'S NOTE: It's tax
time again. Legally you have
until midnight April 15 to file
your 1960 federal income tax
return. But it is not too won
to start getting ready for it.
If you are one of the 52 million Americans who will get a
refund this year, the sooner you
file. lltir sooner you'll get that
Treasury'cheek.
Also, if you start to figure
your taxes now instead of waiting until the last minute, you'll
have more time to doublecheck
your arithmetic to make sure
you're not paying more than
you owe - many taxpayers do.
To help, United Press International has prepared a five.
part series on how to file your
tax return. The Internal Revenue Service checked the articles
for accuracy. Following is the
first of the series.

called for refunds, indicating
that withholding, more than
covered the entire tax bill. The
figures are expected to be similar
this year.
To get a refund, however;
vou must enter a claim for it
by filing a rethrn.

Something is about to happen that will
affect your pocketbook.
It may happen tomorrow or next week or,
next month.
I .7
It may happen down the street from you,
or at the State capital; in Washington or on
Wall Street; in Europe or in Asia. And each
one of us right here in our own home town
will feel it.
You know how often events and decisions
over which we have no control come along
and change our incomes, affect our savings,
increase the cost of things we buy, change
the way we do business, and otherwise toss
us around financially.
But these events and decisions rarely
happen overnight. If you have the time to
study the trends and analyze each development and if you have the advice of financial
experts around the world and if you are in
daily communication with all the right people
here at home — then you needn't be taken
by surprise.
All this is a full-time job. It is our job.
We stay wide-awake to ;hat's happening
around the world so that our customers
won't be rudely awakened.
And we're wide-awake to what's going on
right here at home, too. Real estate changes;
local business plans; municipal, county and
state planning; government contracts;
credit; labor; whatever has to do with money.
We believe that staying wide-awake to
the opportunities and problems of the world
around us is a direct benefit to our customers.
And to the community we all live in.
„ 0

The wide-awake bank
makesitallsoeasy
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JACK & PINK'S
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A Sale Carpet For Every Room!
CHOOSE FROM .. .
501-NYLON, HERCULON,
KODEL, ACRILAN ..

93usyroom
Carpet

A Quality Fiber For Ever Use!
ALL FROM THE FAMOUS BARWICK MILLS

Carpet Now AndSave $50°°....$100mAndAfore!
FEDERAL HILL
DU PONT

501
Thick
Shags

,

... Your Assurance of Quality
Bengal Red, Pompeii Gold. Alpine Green, Whisper
Blue — join in today's world of color! FEDERAL HILL
comes in ten beautiful colorations to suit your decorating moods and today's style trends. A patterned
random sheared loop pile carpet made of durable.
easy-toxclean 501 nylon yarn tightly tufted to provide
the type of performance you'd expect only in higherpriced carpeting. 12 and la foot widths.

UMW TIME..SAVE$1.00PER YARD!
OCEAN WAVE
of Practical Polyester Yarns
Add dazzle! With Barwick's great new shag — wonderfully
different in character and color. Imagine your home carpeted in this thick, luxurious shag at this money-saving
all-time low price' Choose OCEAN WAVE, the contemporary "is" carpet. Free shag rake with any order 9 x 12 or
over!

$

99
SO.
YD.

SAVE MO:...PLUS FREESHAG RAKE
VC.
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HERCULON

The carpet originally designed for commercial use—
now available to you for more comfort, practicality, and
du%bility in those "heavy traffic rooms! And. POLYPOINT absorbs noise with its attached rubber back.
Available in a rainbow of colors, fabulous Polypoint la
100% Herculon in • level loop, moresque style.

SAVE$1.00PER YARD!
n
t t Take Your Choice...Two Great Barwick
Carpets...At One Exceptionally Low Price
PINE MANOR
SUN RIDGE
KODEL
ACRILAN
A
•

lARK Os HEOICIJLES INC01.1.0••FC0
ro
YS OLtr,N 'HOF.

• OFARE

tufted
Total performance le
inlet every yard with thick.
d m... resilient OW of Kodel
Polyesier yarns' PINE MANow. loop patient i• expertly
sheared in ea army
r
of deep, rich colon

$

99
SO.
YD.

Let a WIRMilf Wed the way —
MI6 is ler Ilse erephistimilad
buyer looking lot • high style
velem! SUN RIDGE la a ihrsti
/wet, loop pile fabric hi •
polluter leaf paneni. Available
In solids and tweeds

ACHILAN

onsan

."...‘ ......"

Save 111.00 Per Yard on both of these lovely sculptured carpets

E) KITCHEN CLASSICS
The Carpet that Withstands 'Busyroom'Traffic

For carefree, (01,,,!,,I using in the kitchen, family room, playroom! KITCHEN CLASSICS
I. constructed of rr, p quality continuous filament nylon yarns making it virtually "wear
proof". Put an r-r, Is scrubbing and waxing forever — cover your floors with Barwick's
exciting new it'', hrn carpet! Patterns and colors to complement any of today's most
popular decoratio, st yles. Rubber-backed for extra comfort underfoot. Why not enjoy
KITCHEN CLAY-dr in your home now?

Wit!
The
Red

$

SAVE $1.00PER YARD
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Scientists Forecast Desparate SBA
Washington
To Be In Paducah
Window
Situation For The Year 2000
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We're asking for four basic needs of education

TRUCK LICENSES
NOW ON SALE
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The American
Red Cross.
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- "GOING ON SICK CALL is a complete impossibility because of the absurd company rule that anyone desiring to do so must pack all his belongings
.. . and cart it over to supply.
"Hell, I had to run it frOm there to the barracks
on the first day and that was almost impossible
when I was well. To do it when rm sick they must
be kidding." In the put two weeks. Eagleton said, he has
received reports from soldiers and their parents
of exhausting duty, extensive harassment and inadequate medical assistance
"Utterly untrue," said Col Thomas U. Greer,
commander of the. 2d Basic Training Brigade at Ft.
Leonard Wood: "All extra physical training is
limited, some of the'work schedules have been cut
short and the men get eight hours sleep each night."
A
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - Truck
licenses are on sale. Prires
range from $12.50 to $750 Per
vehicle, according to gross we
ht (loaded). James E. Luckett, commissioner of Revenue, pointed out that
the truck-licensing deadline is
March 31.
Last year 353,354 trucks were
licensed in Kentucky - 87,204
farm trucks and 266,150 commercial trucks.
Back in 1921 there were only
15,144 trucks registered in Kentucky. Ili r94i, the first year the
U. S. was in World War 11, the
number rose to 81,815 and in
1961 it was 243,116.
M. P. Carpenter, directer of
the Motor Vehicle Division, said
the truck license fee is based on
a full year or on the remaining
portion of the fiscal year, or
quarter.
A year's fee for licensing the
heaviest truck permitted tooperate on Kentucky highways (one of
73,280 pounds loaded) is $750.
In 1968, there were 3461 trucks
licensed at that rate; 2649 (of
62,000 pounds gross weight) lkensed at $588 a year, and 2264
(of 44,000 pounds) licensed ai
$474.
Carpenter expects about 360,000 trucks to be licensed in the
he this year.

2
3

needs of local schools.
Fringe Benefits: This would allow school boards to participate in several employee-benefit programs such as group
insurance,' personal leave provisions, sick leave programs,
professional improvement programs and retirement improvements.
Cost-of-Living Application to the State Minimum Salary
Provisions: During the 1969 calendar year, the cost of living rose over six percent. Kentucky teachers rank 41st in
the nation in average classroom salaries.

Call, Write, Wire and Visit Your Legislators Today
TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
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Murray State To Offer Three
Week Writing Workshop Again

Telephone Co.
Begins New
Design Plan

'or ray State University for
the second consecutive year will
offer a three-week Creative Writing Workshop on the campus
southCentral Bell Telephone
this summer under the direcCompany in Kentucky has begun
tion of internationally-recognizdesign program which will
ed Kentucky author and poet Jebrighten and modernize the comsse Stuart.
y's appearance.
To be held June 29—July 17
A major change called for in
the courses will again include
the program is the replacement
studies of four writing forms—
f familiar olive green company
short story, novel, poetry and
vehicles with two-tone contemarticles, according to Dr. HarIt rary colors with stripes, A
ry M. Sparks, Murray State prmodern new emblem will also
esident.
used on the other company
Designed to foster and enequipment and buildings.
courage creative writing by aftThe design changes will evenor ding students a close working
ly be made throughout South
relationship with professional
Central Bell and the other cornwriters, the workshop will have
antes in the Bell System. Each
three of the four faculty members
EcoHorne
chairman
tolf1I0
retired
PORTRAIT UNVEILED: Miss Ruby Simpson,
company has planned its own
from last year returning.
nomics Dopartmorit at Murray State University, is shown Wore her portrait which was untime table for introducing the
Besides Stuart, who will again
veiled February 25 and which will hang In this home economics department lounge at this
changes.
teach the short story, Lee PennArlington,
Christine
Pogue,
painted
by
Mrs.
which
was
portrait,
the
Admiring
University.
"We have chosen to make the
ington will return to teach the
Va., is Dr. M. 0. Wrather, executive vice-president of the University.
changes gradually, rather than
poetry class, and L. J. Hortin
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) going to the expense of replacing
Is again scheduled as the instrmaterials and equipment all at
uctor for the articles clings.
ucation in Frankfort and a long- once," R. K. Carpenter, South
Joining the faculty for the first
time friend of Miss Simpson, Central Bell's local manager
time is Mrs. Harriette Simpson
was the principal speaker.
said.
Arnow who will direct the study
In paying tribute to her for- As new vehicles arepurchased
of the novel. A native Kentuckian
mer associate, who for 20 years under normal replacement scheknown for her novels, short storwas chairman of the Home Econ. dules they will be repainted white
ies and non-fiction books, Mrs.
omics Department at Murray
on top and grey-green on the bottArnow now lives in Ann Arbor,
State, Miss Vaughan touched bri- om, with reflective blue and yeMich, Her novels include "MoNEEDLE HUNTERS?' -U.S. Marines of Force Logistic ComDepicted as "a great home High School near Paducah.
efly five areas of "significant
untain Path," "Hunter's Horn,"
mand's Provisional Rifle Company might be looking for a
Unveiling the portrait were achievement" during Miss Sim- llow stripes separating the two
economist," Miss Ruby Simpbody colors. The new colors
and "The Dollmaker."
needle in a haystack near Da Nang in South Vietnam, but
son, retfted chairman of the Mrs. Mary Edwards, a senior pson's career:
will also be used when repaintStuart, a prolific writer whose
actually they're probing for enemy weapons and air vents
Home Econamics Department at from Paducah and president of
a, An increased number of ing psesent trucks. New passwork ranges from poetry to novto possible underground installations,
Economsmilingly as her pAtrait vras un- the Murray State Home
professionarhome economists
enger cars will be all-white with
els, has been involved in several
veiled in the home ecnnomics lo- ics Club, and Mrs. Linda Alex- working in Kentucky, in other
creative writing workshops. The
unge of the Univers-Os Applied ander, a senior from Hickman states and in some foreign coun- stripes on the hood and trunk. responsible for the recent change
cur newly designet appearance Gramm County writer's works
The new look has practical
SciemeI3Oflikoi.
and acting president of Kappa tries,
In the Bell seal which has serv- will provide a crisp, contemporMore than 75 of Miss Simp- Omicron Phi, the home econom- b. Better prepared teachers, advantages too. The white tops ed as the trademark of Bell Sys. ary look which better reflects frouracribb)ed notes to finished
are
expected
to
lower
the
tembooks are contained in the threecampus.
son's Dormer students and asso- ics honor society on the
c. Improved curricula at the perature inside the vehicles by tern companies since its incep- our modern operation,"
room Jesse Stuart Suite of the
ciates were present for the unPainted by Mrs. Christine Po- high school level as a result of
as Much as 10 degrees during tion in 1889. The blue bell in a
Murray State University library,
veiling, presided over by Mrs. gue, Arlington, Va., a graduate Miss Simpson's research and
m weather. The reflective circle has been replaced by a Tram, bus traffic
Pennington, an instructor at
Carol Vinyard, president of the of and former faculty member Studies,
striping is designed to increase bell of bolder, more contempor- off in Helsinki Jefferson Community College in
Kentucky Lake Home Economics at Murray State, the portrait • Her contribution to the adthe night visibility of company ary design, and dig words "Bell
HELSINKI (UPI) — The Louisville, got his inspiration
Teachers Association,
was made possible through con- vancement of home economics in
System" have been removed,
cars and trucks.
Helsinki (population 530,000) to begin writing from Stuart,
Miss
Simpson's
A home economics graduate tributions from
Kentucky through her leadership Carpenter stated that the first
"The new telephone company
Traffic Department reports its who was his high school princiof Murray State and a former former students and associntes. in the Kentucky Home Economics
"new look" tehicle scheduled design program is intented to trolleys and buses
Mrs. Mary Bell Vaughan,state Association and the Home Econcarried 126.6 pal. His career includes publicstudent assistant to Miss Simpfor the Murray Operations, will" make us look like the advanced' million passengers in
son, Mrs. Vinyard is a home director of home economics with omics Teacher Education groups,
1969, a ation of hundreds of poems, sevarrive about March 11, 1970. communications organisation we decrease of more than
economics teacher at Heath
7 million eral short stories, three plays.
die Kentucky Department of Ed. and
are,"
Carpenter
said.
"We
think
The same design program is
from 1968.
e. The "great host of friends"
she has made in home economics
circles across the country.
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scores of magazine articles and
thousands of newspaper articles.
Hortin is director of journalism at Murray State. He has
spent 20 years at each of two
universities teaching journalism
and many of his students have
earned wide recognition for their
work, Hortin has also written
for several national magazines
and wire services,
Some work done by students
in last year's workshop are being
published by Murray State in a
250-page book containing about
50 short stories, poems,articles
and novel excerpts.
Students may enroll in any one
of the four courses for three
semester hours of undergraduate
or graduate credit or non-credit
and may audit any of the other
three classes without additional
charge.
Enrollment application forms
may be obtained by writing to:
Wilson Gantt, Registrar, Murray State University, Murray,
Kentucky, 42071.

Inflated sand
SALEM, Ore. (UPI) — Sand
and gravel is worth $1.25 a cubic
yard at the gravel pit, according
to the Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries.
By the time it leaves the pit
its value has increased 10 times,
and when the material is put in
steel -reinforced concrete
buildings, it.s value has increased
more than 100-tImes the original
cost.

TB fatalities
in Hong Kong
HONG KONG (UPI) — Of the
137 deaths from infectious
diseases in Hong Kong in _
December, 1969, 136 were
caused by tuberculosis and the
other by diptheria.

by Charles M. Schulz
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HAIFA, Israel (UPI) —
Educators in other lands have
remarked that Israel is one
country that appears to show no
-symptoms or instances of
"student unrest" but Israelis
find this unremarkable.
Every student ready for
college in Israel must first spend
three yeats in military service.
As one result, said an article in
Technion, the magazine of the
Israel _Institute of Technology,
when the student comes to
college "he is mature (average
age 21). balanced and knows
exactly what he wants. He Just
has not time to indulge in
political pranks or social
somersaults"
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Teeny tiny land
REPUBLIC OF NAURU
(UPI) — This South Si', .sland,
2,800 miles from Hawaii. is 0114
smallest nation in the world It
overs eight square miles and has
population of about 6 5()n
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Roamers
AN FRANCISCO (uri) —
The U.S. Forest Service reports
there are about 1,500 bighorn
sheep roaming the national
forests in California.
Signs restricted
SINGAPORE (UPI) - Fifteen
firms comprising housing
development companies, beauty
salons and insurance agencies
were fined $10 to $133 for
displaying signboards carrying
their business names and
advertising. Official permission is
required in Singapore before a
firm may post a sign
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PEAL SSTATS FOR SALO
JUST LISTED-This unusual
four-bedroom house. Has everything you could want. It has
two full baths, double garage,
fireplace, carpeting,
heat and air, large lot, privacy
In the outside living area and
many more extras. If you are
hunting capacious place to live
and have a flair for the unique
this one is for you.
FOUR-BEDROOM Bargain Yes this is a true bargain. It
has two full baths, carpeting,
built-in range, study, utility
mom, patio, family room, and
privacy in the yard. It's located
near schools and groceries and
can be bought for less than
$25,000.

AUTOS POR SALO

Bankruptcy
NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Sale

FOR RENT

:hulz

Color Televisions

Walnut console _ *699.00

Maple Console __ $699.00

Maple Console __ $679.00

499.00

499.00

MUST BE SOLD. IN'
10 DAYS

ALL NEW FURNITURE

107 N. 5th Street Downtown

489.00

Walnut on Metal _ $569.00 '399.00
16" Portable _ ___ 959.00 $309.00
14" Portable __ $329.00 $289.00

Console Stereos

FOR sm.'

Win

MAGNAVOX ANNUAL SALE

Wren

Al

REPOSSESSION. 1987 Chevrolet two door hardtop. Blue.
Make bid. Can be seen at 204
South 4th Street, Murray, Monday through Friday.
M-10-C
1963
CHEVROLET
pick-up
truck, $200.00. Camper for
truck, $26.00. Both in good condition. Phone 402-8600. 11-11-C

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 30-BEDROOM duplex ages*
CARD OF THANKS
bedroom Colonial with fireplace INNIS central beat and
We, the family of Edd Donand double garage. Transfer- bulk-in range, ceramic UM balk
elson, regret that it was imable 5 3/4% loan.
carlet throughout Call Cr no
possible to thank each of you
DIVESTMENT PROPERTY. A Gene Steely, Southeide Mop
personally for the many acts of
tri-plex like new. A nice place Ins cantor, Murray,zontectry.
love, kindness, and assistance
to live and rent the other two 7834930.
SALE
REG.
TIC
given to us during his illness
apartmepts. Call now for de23 Inch
and death.
043EDROOM furnished atails.
rtment. Utilities furnished
We can not express in words
A NEW 3-bedroom brick with
and air conditioning. Phone 753the feelings in our hearts that
carpeting throughout, 2 bath
23 inch
1568
11-14-C
exist and will always remain
rooms, step-down family room,
there, so please accept this way
double garage. Let us show you EFFICIENCY apartment for two
of saying "Thanks" to each of
this
house
and
offer.
make
an
men across street from camp23 inch
you, and a special thanks to
A 9.2toom HOME in Hazel on
Phone 753-4342.
M-11-C
the Max H. Churchill Funeral
NEAR PEOPLES BANK
a nice lot. Ideal for the large
Home, The Quartet, Rev. A. U.
SALES & Serfamily or an extra apartment.
Next to Shroat's Meat Market
23 inch
Thomas, the members of Temice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
Very reasonably priced.
ple Hill Masonic Lodge, and any
M. Sanders. Phone 3824932,
2-BEDROOM brick with an ex,
others who might have partinville, Kentucky. April-4-C
PPM, cipated.
centre floor plan. 1% baths,
ONLY P1VE MINUTES from
family room, spacious utility, UILDING 3600 square feet plus
We would like to take this
town is the location of this neat
especially nice drapes, air-con- 2 acres land if needed, on Inone opportunity to express puHELP WANTED
NOTICE
three-bedroom brick house. It's
Road. Phone 753-3229.
ditioned. Good location and the
blicly what a pleasure it has
on blacktop road and has a big
11-12-C CARRIER WANTED: Man or
house is nice as new. Beautiful
1010 CALENDAR Desk Stank been to have had the privilege
den, built-in range, disposal, airlandscaping. Just $22,500.
man to curry afternoon pape mid Wills are now available at of living a life among people
2-BEDROOM house, possession
conditioner, carpet, drapes, and
route for Paducah Sun-Demo- On Lew 13 Tinos Offlos Sug• like you and to knew and realA 4-BEDROOM brick near the soon.
an acre of land. Can be bought
Call 753-5620.
M-12-P crat in area of Hazel,
Farm- pip nonTVRC ize that they still exist in this
new high school site. 2 bath
for $18,500.
moms, sunken living room, for- FOUR ACRES of tobacco base. ington, Murray, and Lynn Grove.
world. Again we say "Thanks".
A FENCED IN BACKYARD is
WALNUT CABINET with 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
mal dining area, quality con- James Foster, Route 1, Hazel, Would prefer non-student. This THE BEAUTY BOX is having
Mrs. Nancy Donelson,
only one feature of this propermanent
STEREO RADIO
$499.00
$389.00
would make perfect supplement a Easter Sale on all
struction, excellent floor plan, Kentucky. Phone 492-8499.
Hubert, Ruby, and Gary
petty. It has three bedrooms,
waves, March 3 thru March 211.
double garage, very large patio.
11-12-C to present income. Write or call
Donelson
1TP
large living room, kitchen and
WALNUT CABINET WITH 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
New
Ra
Paducah Sun-Democrat CircuA BRICK and stone with many
dining area, built-in range and
$10.00
02.00
STEREO RADIO
$299.00
$399.00
CARD
BEAUTIFUL
OF
new
Lee
Valuah
THANKS
lation Department 443-1771.
extra features. 3 bedrooms, full
air conditioner, carpeting, util$12.50
$15.03
We wish to express our deep
M-12-C
basement, formal dining room, Apartments, South 16th Street,
MAPLE CABINET with 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
ity room, outside storage, car530.00
513,00
1111WeCi119011 and thanks to our
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2%
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famSTEREO RADIO
$299.00
WANTED: Some one to clean
port and beautiful shrubs and
- $397.00
$18.00
$25.00
many friends for the many sets
ily roan with a rustic finish, Home. Two-bedroom, bath, utiland mow yard. Phone 753-8822
trees. Within walking distance
Frosting
of tindnen extended to us folrecreation room, double garage, ity room, living room, kitchen
of downtown. A real bargain for
or
see
$18.00
at 1863 College Terrace
$18.00
lowing the death of our sister,
large sundeek with electric grill and dining area. Carpeted. Elecless than $15,000.
Drive.
• M-10-P For appointment call 753-7133. Min Lucille Kelly. Special
for your outdoor living pleas- tric heat. Air conditioned. ReLESS THAN $20,000 will buy
Wanda Nance, Linda Pander- thanks to the donors of flowers
ure. All electric, Gold Medal- frigerator, built-in stove and WANTED: Woman to live in grass.
this extra neat three-bedroom
16-9-C and food, Rev. Stephen Mazak
oven, dishwasher and garbage and help care for elderly man.
lion
home.
City
school
district
brick. It has carpeting, central
118 South 12th Street
disposal furnished. Phone 753- Phone 402-8555 after 5:00 p. m
and Rev. B. R. Winchester for
Let
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show
you
this
outstandZETA YOUNG has joined the
heat, carport, utility room,
Phone 753-3037
rn12c
7 or 753-3865.
M-16-C weekdays.
ing home. Would consider a
M-11-P capable staff of The Hairdress- their consoling words, and the
range, dishwasher, drapes, and
trade. Reduced drastically, must
a large lot.
0-BEDROOM apartment in smin DRIVERS (Experience er Beauty Salon with Wanda Miller Funeral Home.
be sold this month.
• hitnell Estates. Air condition- Not Necessary). To train for Nolan, Sharon Racy, Janice BarThe Family
BRAND NEW - This threeCarrico.
She
disposal,
kitchen
Sylvia
carpet,
and
.,
rett,
'
bedroom brick has central heat
ITC
local,
peddle,
A
MODERN
over-the-road.
You
2-bedroom brick
FOR BALI
and air, built-in range, carpethome and 26% acres, 3% miles furnished, carport, outside stor- can earn $140 to $300 per week Invites her friends to call 753ing, 1% baths, utility, carport, 300 GALLON oil tank with 1965 HONDA 300, good condi- from Murray. Farm is fenced age. No pets. Couples prefer- after short training. For inter- 3530 and to swing into spring
red. $90.00 per month. Phone view and application call (606) at The Hairdresser, 201 South Travel scribes
and a lot big enough for a stand. Cheap. Phone 474-2257. tion. Phone 753-2434.
M-12-C and overlooks a nice lake.
11-12-C
-6513 after 6:00 p. m.
garden. Can be yours for only
11-12-C
YORK (UPI) NEW
299-6912, after 5 p. m. (606) 8th Street.
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
M-16-C 262-3484 or write Nation Wide
$20,000.
MULE FOR SALE. Also hay. condition. Carpets and drapes,
The 1970 roster of the Society
BEAUTY
SHOP
now
is
LIZ'S
18
MONTH
OLD
Pointer
Bird
: UCED $1,000. This 3-bedPhone 753-2987.
M-12-C fireplace, central air conditionSemi Division, Suite 214, 171 open for business in Hazel. Will of American Travel Writers
. "m brick, like new, two baths, Dog pup, $50.00. Phone 480WANTED TO OUT
New Circle Road, NE, Lexing- take late appointments. Closed (SAM.), listing 590 active and
ing.
Also
a
real
nice
20'
x
60'
calf.
489COWS
2E30.
one
Call
6
and
M-11-C
e, dining area, carport, out.
Kentucky 40505.
ton,
11-11-C on Mondays. Phone 4024431 associate members, is now availbuilding
with
a
garage,
cen11.12-P
WANTED:
used Guitar, Jumbo
de storage. Posseadon with -MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60, used 2756.
trally heated. Ideal for almost size. Must be in good condition.
11-11-C Tible for sale to the general pubMAN OR WOMAN. Electrolux for appointment.
.ced. $18,5011.
The 96-page paperbound
lic
only ex months. Must sell. THOROUGHBRED Angus bull. any kind of home workshop. Call Brandon Dill,
after 5:30 Corp., factory branch office lo" HAVE pow extra good Set upon private lot at 102 So. Call John D. Jones, phone 489- Let us show you
NOTICE
booklet sells for $7.50 and can
this place and p. a., 753-2930.
M-10-C
cated
111 South 6th Street, Pa'Ys in lots. Extra large lot 12th Street, Murray, Ky. For 2183, mornings.
Pursuant to the provisions of be obtained from SATW, 1146
M-12-C make us an offer.
quid for Duplex, $4200. 8 lots appointment call Fulton, Ky.
3-BEDROOM stone house and WANT TO BUY complete fish ducah, Kentucky. Dial 443-6480. the Communications Act of 1934, 16th St., Washington. D.C.
• Sberrte Lane, curb, gutters, 479-1375.
M-10-C rwo FLOOR LAMPS buffet, basement. Beautiful 1 acre kit. lag rig. Aluminum boat, trail- Openings now for representat- as amended, notice is hereby 20036. Checks or money orives now earning between $10,- given that Service Broadcasting ders made out to SATW should
ved street, city ,sewer and
step table, telephone table and Needs some repair
but is pric- s' and motor. Call 733-8030
lee, $3150.00 to $3500.00. We DRUM SET. Zildjian cymbal, chair, 8' x 10 wool rug, throw ed
000420,000 a year. No invest- Company, licensee of F. M. Sta- accompany orders.
accordingly. Located near after 500 p. a.
TFNC
ve two nice lots in sight of Ludwig drums, seat,' cases for rugs, vanity stool, coffee table,
ments we finance our own ac- tion WAAW, Murray, Kea
* * *
Jason School and University, everything. Call days, 753-1414 wringer type washer, drape panWANTED: standing Umber and counts. Apply by telephone, let- tucky is required to file with
ced right, they have large or after 5:00 p. a. 753-3519. els. Phone 753-3987.
11-12-C A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre logs. Coetwt Ira Sestet, Murray ter or in person.
11-16-C the FCC, no later than May 2, Tourist spending
• .0. On Peggy Ann Drive a
on a blacktop road, located a- Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
111-10{ MOBILE HOME,
in Philippines
8
ft
by
30
ft.,
COMMON
LABORER,
no
ex- 1970, an application for renewal
•
with 90 ft frontage, in city
bout 2 miles from Murray. Car- 7534147.
March-20-C
of its license to operate station
two
bedrooms.
Phone
753-3481
perience
MANILA ((PI)
necessary.
Contact
hens.
laying
Carl
MONTH
OLD
'the
12
school, paved street, city sewer
peted. air-conditioned, and atWANTED: set of Headers to R. Howard Construction Co, WAAW on 103.7 Megacycles. 121.321 foreign tourists who
M-12-P tached garage.
Phone Lexie Watson 489-2182. alter four p. m.
and water, $2650.
Price has been fit
1955 Chevrolet. Phone Paris 101 East Main, Murray. Phone The officers, directors and own visited the Philippines in 1969
M-12-NC LIVING ROOM
ALL THESE and many more
SUITE and re- reduced.
6423578
or 6424725 or 6424039 753-941811-12-C era of 10% or more of the stock spent an estimated $25.5 milgood buys are to be had at
100
ACRE FARM located on
are Charles Shuffett and C. H.
SPINET SIZE piano, mahogany, cliner. Good ebndition. Call 753M-10-NC
ROBERTS REALTY 505 Main,
POSTING MACHINE operator, Hulse, Jr. Members of the pub. lion. •
11-12-C Highway 641 about 2 miles norexcellent condition. Call 753- 5454 after 4 p. m.
Call 753-1631.
th of Murray, adjacent to inM-104
experience preferred but not 1k who desire to bring to the Tokyo housing
I.
seen at 917 North 18th TWO Quarter
Logy • rowdy
mares. Two horse dustrial property. Practically all
necessary. Write resume of Commission's attention facts
t, Murray.
M-13-C factory built trailer.
TOKYO((PI) - A land reclaFOUR-BEDROOM home, living
Phone 753- of the farm is tillable and in LOST: Pearl ring at Carr Heal- training and employment
to con?erning the operation of the mation project on the shores of
room, 2 baths, family room and
11-16-P a high state of productivity, th Building. If found call 753- Box 32-W, Murray, Ky. M-12-C station should write
USED 17-INCH Zenith, black 7989.
to the Tokyo Bay will produce by 1979
fireplace. Separate recreation
and white portable T. V. 14- 35 MASSEY-FERGUSO
800' highway frontage. Financ- 3579. Reward.
• , Washington, D. C. 20554, a new Tokyo suburb
M-12-C
N tractroom and large 2-car garage in cellent condition, $55.00.
housing
ing available at 6% interest to
Phone or. Stokes Tractor di
not later than Julie 2, 1970. 240,0(10 persons.
Implement
basement. Call 7534073. M-10-C 753-2289.
LOST: Fishing tackle box, left
qualified buyer.
11-10-C Co., Industrial Road, phone
The
United
Letters
States
should
set
out
in
detail
Forest
753* * *
MOTITLE HOME and cottage at Hawker Lake. Finder please Service has 400 smokejumpers the specific facts which the
TWO-ACRE LOT near Lakeway
1319.
M-12-C
call 7534550. Reward offered.
1989
NAME
BRAND
zig-zag
combination,
located
in
the
Jonwho - parachute to remote fires. writer wishes the Commission
Shores.
sell for $650.00.
M-12-P
The 2,290-mile Volga is
sewing machine, new warranty.
athan Creek area of -Kentucky
to consider in passing on the
Phone 436 2282.
M-114 Limited offer, only $44.00. Free FARMALL Cub tractor. Stokes
Tractor & Implement Co., In- Lake. Fully equipped with nice
application. A copy of the li- Europe's longest river.
NOTICE
NOTICE
BY OWNER: brick house in Ha- home demonstration. Call Paris. dustrial Road, phone 753-1319. furnishings, double carport with
cense renewal application and
zel, extra large corner lot, air 901-642-7757 or write Box 51,
11-12-C a storage room. One acre woodrelated material will, upon filed lot
conditioned, electric heat and Paris, Tennessee 38241 M-13-C
ing with the Commission, be
The name Okinawa stems
carpet. Call John Simmons at
available for public inspection
1 2/3 ACRE LOT with a 14' z
SERVICES OFFERED
PONY. Phone 753-7875. M-10-C
753-1713 or after 8:00 p. a. call
at 201% North Maple between from a Japanese term meaning
18' building and mobile home
4024204.
- ENDS MARCH 16 TIC 13-FOOT Swiss Six boat with SAWS FILED, electric Mann space. Close to Jonithan
the hours of 8:00 A. M. and "rope in the ocean," says the
Creek
convertible top, 45 horse power and all small appliances repair- on a paved road.
Save up to $150.00 Now on Televisions and Stereos at
4:00
P. M., Monday thru Friday. National Geographic.
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom motor and trailer.
Also console ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 7534087. WE HAVE a wide
AND TV
MUSIC
LEACH'S
H-11-11-CI
selection of
home, living room, family room, piano. Call 7534073.
March-27-C building lots
M-10-C
Murray, Ky.
Dixieland Shopping Center.
inside
the
city
carpeted, 1% baths, utility and
NOTICE
school district and outside the
Pursuant to the provisions of
garage. One half acre lot. Trans- SOYBEAN S.Let us book WILL DO carpenter work, kitcity.
Financing
available for
the Communications Act of 1934,
ferable loan, with little or no ynur soybean seed for the new chen cabinets, home remodelas emended, notice is hereby
down payment. Phone 7534749 crop. Murray Warehousing Cor ing and repair, block laying, qualified buyers. Come by our
office at 502 Maple Street or
given that Service Broadcasting
M-11 poration, Old Concord Road. concrete work. Phone 4364534. call
us at any time to discuss
Phone 733-8120•
M-10-NC
Company, licensee of Standard
details. This is a good time to
H-31-10-C
Broadcast Station, WNBS, MurWILL BABY-SIT in my borne buy.
We appreciate your bustray, Kentucky is required to
TWO BEDROOM BRICK, built- CHEST OF DRAWERS, in good by the day or weak. Call 753near
file with the FCC, no later
in stove, lots of cabinets. Lo- condition. Phone 753-8256.
8493.
11-13-C TUCKER
REAI/rY COMPANY,
than May 2, 1970, an applicacated on five acres of beautiful
11-10-C
WILL MOW lawns. Phone 753- 502 Maple Street,- Murray, Keo-.
tion for renewal of its license
wooded property near Kentucky
11-12-C tucky .753-4342. Horne phoned:
to operate station WNBS on
Lake. Three bedroom brick, KEEP carpet cleaning problems
1340 Kilocycles. The officers,
Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020;
large den and kitchen combin- small-use Blue Lustre wall to
Repair.
Complete
Small
angina
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978. M-124
directors and owners of 10%
ation, extra large living room, wall. Rent electric shampooer
Garden
Tillers,
lawn
mowers,
or more of the stock are Charles
1% ceramic tile baths, central $1- Western Auto, Home of
M-11-C chain saws. Authorized Briggs
Shuffett and C. IL Hulse, Jr.
heat and air, sliding glass door "The Wishing Well".
Stratton dealer. Authorized OUSINISS OPPORTUNMOS
&
Members of the public who deto patio. Near the new school ARPET SALE:
Products
Power
Lawson
dealer
Cash and Carry.
sire to bring to the Commisbuilding sight. We have other pedal - three bolts carpet Murray Supply Co., 208 Easi $100 WEEKLY
Possible..-hone
sion's attention facts concerning
new or practically new bricks • bile it lasts, $1.99 sq. yd Candy Main. Phone 753-3361. H-11'C typing
addressing. Guaranteed
the operation of the station shoin Plainview Acres that can be
pe hi-density rubber back,
plan. Details 250. Homeworkuld write to the FCC, Washingbought at a bargain.
.99 sq. yd., while it lasts. PERSON DESIRES employment ES, Box 1049, Springfield, Ill
ton, D. C. 20554, no later than
FOR YOUR loans on FHA and eavy cut pile, $3.95 sq. yd. of any type. Have farming ex- 02705.
MEW'
June 2, 1970. Letters should
perience. Phone 753-8170.
VA contact us at Wilson Realty eavy shag,
$3.95 sq. yd. Comset out in detail the specific
Co. Phone 753.3263 or call any imercial type hi-density
1966
M-12-C
CHEVROLET
truck
2
-ton
rubber
facts which the- writer wishes
with 16' fiat bed and sides.
of the following at home: Larry back.
$3.95 lq• yd. Remnants, WILL CARE for convahmicents
tHb Commission. to consider in
Wilson 753-5006; Edna Knight, bath room pieces, bound
489-252,2.
111-12-P
rugs. in their home if terms are Phone
passing on the application. A
753-4010; Bill Adams, 733-5657; Paschall's Discount House, Haagreeable. Qualifications, refer- 1956 FORD F-100 pick-up truck
copy of the license renewal apCharles McDaniel, 753-4805.
zel, Ky. 492-9733.
M-12-P ences. Phone 753-5606. M-12-C with good bed and cattle rack
plication and related material
M-12-C
sides. Phone 753-5427.
ALL MATERIALS FIRST QUALITY
11-12-C
will, upon filing with the ComIIIIRVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
mission be available for public
1966 CHEVROLET Station WaGO ACRE FARM, all under culYOU MUST BE SATISFIED
inspection at 201% North Magon, V-8 engine, automatic
tivation. Dwedling house, stock
pie between the hours of 8:00
transmission, pow 'a steering,
barn, tobacco barn and base,
A. N. and 4:00 P. M., Monday
extra clean, privately owned.
black top on two sides. Three
All Orders'et These Prices Are C.O.D.
thru Friday.
Body
and
perfect.
engine
.Call
498Phone
Hazel.
miles west of
H-M-11-C
753-1360 after 6 p. m. 11-12-C
M-12-C
8768.
MURRAY'S PLYWOOD CENTER '
13 Years Experience - Licensed in Tennessee (234)
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $625.00.
'New towns' for Cairo
and Kentucky
Phone 753-4440.
M-11-NC
A LAKE VIEW LOT. Call at
1: \ 110 1. Vp (1 11) Plans
Pine Bluff Shores. phone 753'No Sale Too Large or Too Small. We Do 'Em All
for
(is,WANTED
TO
RENT
4661.
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it'.
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ing us it h
tact Mike at 753-1916 before
l‘tiinson
In, r
\1'11'11o:1 1i-1_ %ILIA
HASTINGS
REALTY
4
AUCTION
limits. ,Deep_ _well. Phone .'75:
romoren iro-1
, 207 Maple Street
4.00 si.-in. or -after 640
'•
Phone
AM.3
a 11„,put.iii",, 7,r /Him- than 1
-Paris, Tenn.
Phone z-454
M-16-C
.,•vcn- ILIA4 •I
03-1299;
_TFNC
•

DUNN'S TV & APPLIANCE

'0 -- Of the
infectious
Kong in
136 were
,sis and the

10. 1970

Plywood Sale

8028.

/
1 2" C.D. - 4'x8'
3.50
W C.D. -4x8'
-4_
4.75
/
8" B.C. - 4'x8'
4.40
A.D. - 4'x8'
3.39
/
34" A2 Birch 4'x8'
13.45
W. Particle Board - 4'x8'
3.15
1"x 1 2" Shelving
16/20 per ft.
Counter Topping
390 sq. ft.

AUCTIONEEk

(TALL

Col. Hulie V. Hastings, Auctioneer

Ken -Ten

.Building - Supply

THE LEDGER &

PAGE TEN

teacher raises.
THE EDITORIAL blamed
teachers, legislators and
the public for letting Kentucky's educational system
-go to hell in a handbasket."
It was neadlined "Now Is
the Time to Act" and Louden apparently hoped it
would stimulate votes for
his discharge petition. It
didn't.
When he sat down. Carroll closed the vote and
there were only 33 for it.
The newspaper tax bill
was introduced by Louden
Feb. 20. He said he got the
idea from newspaper editorials criticizing the administration and legislature
for "ducking our responsibilities" by not taxing liquor, cigarets and-roinerals
for teachers.
HE SAID his bill would
'tap one of the most profitable and successful operations located in Kentucky,
and which I consider—for
taxing purposes—virgin
territory.
One who . spoke against
the petition to take it from
committee pointed out that

IT WOULD tax newspapers with over 10.000 circulation tvio cents a copy.
The money would go for
teacher pay raises. Earlier
Friday, an attorney general's opinion held the bill
unconstitutional on the
grounds it discriminated
against papers with over
10,000 circulation.
Louden said on the floor
Friday there were amendments to the bill apparently to circumvent the constitution.
Louden moved for action
on his discharge petition
shortly alter the House
convened at 1 p.m. He said
Kora:nueo From Palm 11
there was "little interest"
in the Appropriations and
for and accept federal grants;
Revenue Committee to resystems?
• for Improving transit
pt7rt the bill out.
A bill increasing the pay of
LATER, AFTER floor de- • members of the Kentucky
bate, House Speaker Julian
Board of Pharmacy and adding
Carroll ealled for a vote. As
an office of executive secretary
the first totals flashed, it
was approved, 56-17.
wag apparent there would
A bill to regulate employment agencies and set up a state
not be the required 51 to
board of private employment
take it from comniittee.
services, passed, 60-25.
Louden took the floor
A bill alloting additional
again and read an item
classrooms for exceptional chilfrom The Eantucky Post's
dren during the next biennium
Tuesday edition, the "to
ran into opposition, but was aphell in a handbasket" editorial commenting on Ken- proved, 68-13.
A motion to reconsider a bill
tucky's education crisis.
which would have provided colThe editorial is the same
one read in pail in the lective bargaining for public
Senate Thursday by Sen. employes was beaten back. ReClyde Middleton in urging moving the bill from the clerk's
the Senate Appropriations desk would have required 81
Committee to give priority
votes, but only 41 were obtainfor any surplus money to ed.
A motion to reconsider the
vote by which House Bill 452
was defeated and place it in
the orders of the day was
agreed by voice vote. The bill,
defeated last Thursday, would
ease certain provisions of the
1965 rollback tax law for counties and cities.

House Passes .

HOME
,SWEET HOMEA
X,AGAIN
The

(Kona*rt.
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home,- again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call

Linda Adams
Phone 753-2378

The- M.riet Famous Basket
in the World*

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NEA Probe ..

Hospital Report

Newspaper Tax Bill Dies
In Lopsided House Vote
BY CARL WEST
Reetsolo Put Frankfort Sorsa
FRANKFORT: A bill to
tax the press two cents a
copy died on the House
floor Friday while its sponsor stood holding one of
the instruments that motivated it—a newspaper editorial.
W. J. Louden, Carrollton
Democrat, was fighting to
get House bill 562 unbottled form the House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
He needed 51 votes, a
constitutional majority. He
got 33. Twenty-four were
against. The bill stays in
committee apparentiy. in
defeat.

TIMES —

(Corti:mud From Pane t)
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in 1965 a record number of
education bills were passed.
Peacock added be thought
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Kentucky teachers do Lot realMrs. Onetta Milam and Baby ly want a sanction but had to
the U. S. Supreme Court in
Rte. 1, Buchanan. Tenn.; request one as a last resort.
Boy,
a Louisiana case had held a
Boy Woods (Mother) Mrs. The sanction investigation
Baby
similar tax unconstitutional
Woods, 502 Vine, Mix. was requested by the Kentucky
Pamela
because it was designed to
Education Association ERA.
limit circulation of a news- ray.
which led an unsuccessful strike
paper and deny informaby 25,000 of the state's 33,000
DISMISSALS
tion the public was entitled
public school teachers for more
to
Elvis Lamb, Rte, 1, Kirksey; pay.
Another to speak against
strike ended March 2
the petition and bill was Roy Leslie, 216 So. 15th St., The
court orders forccircuit
when
Bill Kenton, who said he
Murray; Mrs. Elaine Elberton,
sometimes was a target of Rte, 5, Murray; Miss Topa Low ed more than a fourth of the
editorials. Kenton is a Dem- ett, Rte. 1, Dexter; Miss Karen striking teachers back to work
ocrat from Lexington. Ken- Hoods, Rte. 5, Benton; Mrs.Deb. in the etate's Ares largest
school systems.
ton said even though he
disagreed with the editori- ra Hosidns and Baby Girl, Dill's
The KEA, which represents
als, he "Jealously guarded Tn. Crt., Murray; Miss Tide 92,000 of the state's public
their right .to do so—right Warren, Rte. 1, Lynnville; MIS. school teachers, is currently apMary Rietveld and Baby Girl, pealing the court injunctions
or wrong."
SPEAKING FOR the bill Zimmerman Apts., No. 16th St., on the grounds they ere =CODand petition was Bruce Murray; Mrs. Emma Bucy and stitutional in the quake of the
Blythe Jr., a Lousiville Re- Baby Girl, 914 No. 16th St., Men.. recent U.S. Supreme Court ridray; Parvin Jams, Rte. 1,Hazel; ingspublican.
'Blythe said it was "dis- Mrs. Susanne Thompson and Ba- • If a sanction wan imposed,
criminatory' to prohibit by Girl, Rte. 3, Puryear ,Tenn.; Kentucky would be blacklisted
newspapers from sharing Miss Tammy Chadwick, 702 Bro. iks a state with an educational
in the tax structure of the oh, Murray; 011ie Miller, Itte.
50 system that was unsuitable for
state.
Baxter; Mrs. Minnie Car
work by qualified teachers, ape
-They ought not be de- Story, Murray; Mrs. Elva
cifically members of the NEA.
nied this right." Blythe
Financial experts tend to asaid, "and should be al- or, Rte. 1, Kirksey; Johnnie Walowed to contribute their ILer, 1602 Sunset, Murray;Ossie gree that industry is hestitant
West, Rte. 1, Sedalia; Davis El- to locate in e state with inadfair share,"
Other House members Idle, Dexter; Mrs. Eddie Xyler, equate schools for the children
opposed the petition on the 409 No. 6th St., Murray; Lynn of its employes.
basis it would disrupt the Ferguson, New Concord.
committee system.
HERE IS bow Kentucky
Post Country representatives voted on the petition:
" For: Donnermeyer (DBellevue): King (D-(bvington): Louden4D-Carroilton):
Mershon (D-Covington);
Roberts (D-Walton); Swinford (D-Cynthiana).
" Against: leer ID-Covington): Ruh (D-Ft: Mitchell).
Not voting: Murphy (D-Newport); Schmidt (R-Cold
Spring); Reed, (D-Corinth);
Wenz (D-Dover).

TUESDAY

Luther Anderson
Dies In Benton;
Rites Scheduled

BENTON, Ky., March 8—Luther Anderson, 82, Hardin. died
at 7 a.m. Sunday at Benton
Municipal Hospital.
Funeral services are. set for
2 p.m. Tuesday at FlOSeck and
Cann Funeral Chapel with John
Rieke and Emmett Clark officiating. Burial will be in
Haymes Cemetery.
Mr. Anderson, a retired farmer, was a member of Hardin
Church of Christ.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. One Anderson; two sons,
Claytus Anderson of Winchester
and Clayton Anderson of Jacksonville. Fla.; four sisters, Mrs.
Barnett Roberts and ,Mrs. Artulle
both of Benton,
Mrs. Lewis English of Calvert
City Rt. 2 and Mrs. John B.
Johnston of Benton; six brn
then, Victor Anderson of Paducah, Paul Anderson of Benton
Rt. 5, Ted Anderson of Lake
City, Eugene and Tom Anderson, both of Benton, and Edward Anderson of Old Hickory,
Tenn.; a stepsister, Mrs. Laura
Brown of Benton; four grand:
children and two great-grandchildren and a number of
nieces and nephews.
Pallbearers will be Clovis
Hurt, Bobby Blagg, Roy Hurt,
0. W. Lamb and Donald and
Clark Anderson.
Friends may call at the fuThe census of the city of Los neral home.
Angeles reached 100,000 in the
The Auckland Islands are a
year 1900.
poup of uninhabited islands in
th slithrn Pacific.Ocean.
ilk
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Sen. Stuart Symhigton, D-Mo., speaking Oil
President Nixon's statement that no U. S. servicemen have died in
ground fighting in Laos:
"Men wbo die in the air over Laos surely are Just RS MAI
combat casualties as men who die on the ground."
WASHINGTON — Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D.N.C., after three of
the
his proposals to amend a voting rights bill were defeated in
Senate
"My state has been trying to get back into the onion for 105
years. The Civil War is over! I wish I could say the same thing
for reconstruction."
LONDON — Member of Parliament Marcus Lipton, arguing
against a move to do away with the parliamentary snuff funds,
which cost British taxpayers $48 a year:
"I take it because it helps to clear my head. If more of my
colleagues took it, it might improve parliamentary proceedings."
PORTLAND — A first-grader, when asked by Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie, D-Maine, why the government should want to stop pollution:
"Because it smells like rotten zarbage."

U. S. Jets'.

The oldest pulp and paper
technology course in the United
States was established at the
University of Maine in 1913.

(Continued from Pais* 1)
Americans, military spokesmen
said.
In both attacks, the commandos got dose enough to throw
grenades directly into the
Marine positions before they
were driven off. One of the
attackers was killed.
The first assault occurred 25
ENDS TODAY*
miles south-southwest of Da onn,nne,-•
"THOSE WERE
Nang and 345 miles northeast of -•
THE HAPPY TIME
Saigon Monday night, Spokesmen said nine Marines were
wounded and one guerrilla
c*
,
killed.

Wed. tint Sat *
Wed
cu,..0.0000

At the present growth rate
the U.S. population will reach
300 million by the year 2000. -

Mrs. Fannie Morehead and • America's first air meet was
Baby Boy, 218 So. 11th St., Mur- held in Loa Angeles in 1910.
Veins carry blood from the
*5*
ray; Mrs. Maggie Huffman and
A CINDAATION
tissues to the heart.
INDUSTRIES
Baby Boy, 1704 Audabon Dr.,
***
&Iris<
Arthritis and rheumatism
Murray.
•••••ism=•
rank second only to heart
Pinball machines were
my OM•••••••
—
DISMISSALS
introduced in Japan in 1949.
Herman Dreser introduced ailments among chronic ailments )01.)000(2-i:
00( C00'1,
disabling Americans.
aspirin to medicine in 1893.
Mrs. Doris Houston, Rte. 4,
Murray; Mrs. Gloria Kraft and
Baby Girl, No, 16th St., Green
Acres Tn. Crt., No. 23,Murray;
Mrs. Nell Hendon, 729 Nash Dr.,
Murray; Ervin Witherspoon,Rle.
7, Mayfield; Mrs. Cona Halcomb,
Rte. 5, Murray; Miss Tommie
Geveden, Hart Hall Box 534,
NEW YORK (UPI)— Prices
Murray; Mrs. Martha Rogers,
opened mixed today on the New Rte. 1, Murray; Andrew Jarmo,
York
Stock
Exchange in 1206 W. Main, Murray; Travis
moderate turnover.
Wilson, Box 184,Puryear,Tenn.;
Stocks fell across :a broad Mrs. Hilda War 214 Woodla
front
Monday, and
many [Murray; Mrs. Euia Page, a
analysts believed the list would Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Floy Withcontinue to pull back until more erspoon, Rte. '7, Mayfield.
evidence developed of a loosening in the tight money situation.
One analyst said the Dow Jones A BILLION TO ONE
industrial average will drop to
the 755-765 range before changCANYON, Tel, (UPI) —
direction. The closely Robert B. Vorheis, who said
ing
watched' blue Chip barometer "my feelings about the draft
closed Monday at 778.18, off lottery are purely mathemati5.94.
cal," discovered by programShortly after the opening, the ming a computer the odds
UPI
marketwide indicator against
the first 100 dates
Strong and dependable. Has adjustable star
showed a loss of 0.12 per cent drawn
in January were
drag. Pick up mechanism is 12-point stainon 395 issues crossing the tape. a billion to one.
less steel.A'io I retrieve ratio; two position
retreated
and
122
Of
these
154
Vorheis,
a
member at the
Federal State Market News
advanced.
thurrSAIiitton. Frame is qycolac. -Cone is
computer staff at West Texas
Service 3-10270 Kentucky PurChas Pa:Az opened a point University, decided to work out
f_i_peifglas reinforced polystyrene.
chase Area Hog Market Report
lower at 109% with Minnesota changes of the recent draft
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Mining & Manufacturing down lottery by "the hypergeometric
Receipts 800 Head, Barrows
distribution function for samand Gilts, Mostly Steady; &ws, 1/8 to 105112.
Merck
Co,picked up 1,2 to pling without replacement." He
Mostly Steady with instances
1061,4 , with Columbia Gas
found the probability of the 24
50 cents Lower.
System 1/e higher to 31, and January days being drawn in
US 1-3 200-230 lbs S26.00-26.50;
International Nickel up 1/2 to 100 tries was 0.000000001425,
US 2-4 190440 lbs $26.50-26.00;
437a.
Twenty-four of January's 31
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 325.00-25.50;
Among the electronics, Telex lays were among the first 100
1/8 & 1/4 U1.
US 34 260-260 lbs 324.25-25.00;
Corp. added 3/4 to 118% after umbers drawn.
White and Yelluw
SOWS:
plunging more than 9 points
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 323.00-23.50,
Monday. General Electric
A Few $24.00;
dipped 1,4 to 731 2. University
US 1-3 300-550 lbs 822.25-23.00, Computing
picked up % to 49%,
Silver coating of glass made
US 2-3450-650 lbs $21.25-22.00. and
National Cash Register 1/it possible the improved
reflector
to 1321;2. Burroughs lost % to telescope.
139%, with Magnavox down
Oregon ranked fourth in the 1,4 to 331/4. IBM rose 23,4 to
* * *
nation in 1969 in total value of 3191 2.
Chrysler dropped 3/8 to 2714 in
vegetables grown for processing
The Marksville. La,
the automotive group, but Prehistoric Indian Park
—an estimated$31.4 million.
includes
American Motors tacked on 1,11 exhibits of how
Indians lived in
to 1/4-. Ford eased 'a to 42'4. 400 B.C.
U.S. Steel dipped 14 to 371 4.

Today's
Stock Market

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Nursery Stock
Just Received!

4.

The Primal
Source of Ne
In Murray. a

Calloway Coi

United Press

Int

Two Person
Colsion He

Two persons were
Injured in a two car
last night at 7:13 at ti
section of South 8th us
Streets, according to, It
filed by officers of the
Police Department.
Injured were James P
Dobson of Mayfield Ro
age 20, anII Scottie HUG
Paducah and Hart Hall
tory,age 19.
Dobson and Hirtchis
treated at the emerge)
of the Murray-Callow
Hospital. Dobson had s
lion to the head and
Hutchison had a lace
the rigtft side -of his hi
ordlog to hospital aul
Cars involved were
Ford four door driven
Merril Travis of 1407
eat, Murray, and a 1962
door driven by Dobson.
Damage to the Travis
was reported going ens
lar was on the front en
the DObeen"car on the el

Cars involved' in a
at 11:45 a.m. Tutmdal
1968 Chevrolet driven
Beckham Adams of Ha
Two and a 1968 Flynn
door sedan driven by
pail Galloway of Mar
Two.
City Police said lb
car was making a left
West Main Street and
with the Galloway car g
On.Main.
Damage to the Adam
on the front bumper a
Camay car on the
--Story Avenue and S
Street was the scene
file coftision at 3.-40p
day between a 1969 Ft
by John R. Rayburn a
by Lonnie White Raybi
South 11th Street, as
Volkswagen two door di
by Eunice Kelly Park
Chestnut Street.
Rayburn was makii
turn from South 12th S
Story Avenue, and Mi
was going north on 5
Street when the collisic

Seen&I-1(
Arounc
Murray

Time moves quietly
and it moves more
parently) at other tir
now, yesterday was
those days where i
quickly. In fact it f
fast as we have seer
in some time.

Before we lmew it,
was out and we had 1
time to write this 1
column. So that is ti
It did not appear yes1

Out to see Bob Elki
Sherwin-Williams star
(Continued on Pa

*

Biotite is an important
The atom bomb dropped on
rock-forming mineral of the Hiroshima killed 66,000 persons
mica group.
and injured 69,000.

sh. 9W,k. w.**Y••••• end W. we'
Cornet aionpiele with
tackle bex, drink holder and rod holder.
ler pienn emir, fishing end lovn.lne
du& or roe en mew Weal Stwedy, Soh.esomfortelde.

..24e,
."•-•

• Junipers - Holhes= Azaleas
• Magnolias - Pyracantha

• Boxwood -

Flowering Crab

• Flowering Almond - and Others

POTTED ROSE BUSHEL
California Grown
• GARDEN TOOLS
• GRASS SEED
Of All Kinds
• LAWN FOOD
MOSS
PEAT
•
— FERTILIZERS and INSECTICIDES —
FklAGE PLANTS — AFRICAN VIOLETS
GERANIUMS

Outdoor

161

lic

•••••••••••••....m.m.........--•
....••••••••••••••••••••

SOO N. 4th Street

South
Bend
Tackle Smc• 1

Quality
Iii

is v42

892

It

ged r ,re t,aH., '
Has galvanized shalt,
firlu•lrint 1,r1r ,
wire frame,

•

Pottery - New Shipment

Shirley Garden Center

Boat Net

DIP NET
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SCHOOL BUSES OVERTURNED BY ANGRY WHITES
Ov, I
i1.11,1,111•11 St.11111
1,
•
g ton!) iif

.611..

III? 11..1

The six finalists for
Murray High School.
and Mrs. William B
Mt
veld, dauqhter
Harris; Nancy Jones
Mr.. and Mn. Cheri

ri.
th.,
k. 1, i11.•1%

,

.11114.1.<

..t

0%.'11115 ITO
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